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Abstract

Graph processing engines typically follow either a push pattern or a pull pattern in

their implementations. A pull-based engine can achieve a significantly higher process-

ing throughput than that of a push engine because the latter is bottlenecked by its

write-heavy workload in which many accesses require synchronization due to conflicts

between threads, whereas the former performs a single thread-private write to each

vertex. However, a push-based engine is better equipped to exploit the frontier opti-

mization, which leverages the fact that often only a small subset of the graph must be

accessed to complete an iteration of an application. Existing work has managed the

trade-off between patterns using hybrid engines that dynamically select one per iter-

ation based on the size of the frontier, but this comes with two disadvantages. First,

programmers must implement applications twice (once for push and once for pull),

and second, iterations for which push is selected execute with reduced throughput.

The goal of this thesis is to improve pull engines to the point that push engines are

unnecessary. We achieve this goal in two ways. First, we accelerate pull engines by

introducing new strategies for parallelization and vectorization. Second, we rebuild

the frontier optimization such that a pull engine can exploit it effectively, despite

conventional wisdom stating this to be impossible.

In accelerating the performance of pull engines, we first consider inner loop paral-

lelization. Graph processing engines conceptually consist of a two-level nested loop,

in which the outer loop iterates over vertices and the inner loop over edges. Inner loop

parallelization is important for load balance and is uniquely challenging for pull en-

gines: performed naively, it introduces write conflicts between threads updating the

same destination vertex. We therefore propose Scheduler Awareness, which allows
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programmers to exploit the fact that many parallel loop schedulers execute multiple

consecutive loop iterations on the same core. When applied to a pull engine, it elimi-

nates most write traffic and all write conflicts, leading to a peak speedup of 50× over

a baseline configuration parallelized without scheduler awareness.

We next consider inner loop vectorization to benefit from increased memory band-

width utilization and increased memory operation density in the instruction stream.

Unfortunately, the Compressed-Sparse data structures commonly used in existing

work present an impediment to vectorization: tight packing of edges leads to many

unaligned memory accesses and per-vertex boundary checks. We overcome both with

Vector-Sparse, a low-level modification to the encoding of edges in Compressed-Sparse

that leads to a peak speedup of 2.5× over a non-vectorized implementation.

Both strategies for accelerating pull engines are embodied in Grazelle, the first

key contribution of this thesis. Grazelle is a hybrid graph processing framework

that respectively outperforms existing frameworks Ligra, Polymer, GraphMat, and

X-Stream by up to 15.2×, 4.6×, 4.7×, and 66.8×.

We next turn our attention to the frontier optimization. The frontier tracks source

vertices, so a push engine can simply iterate over all vertices in the frontier, whereas

a pull engine must scan unconditionally through the entire graph. To implement the

frontier optimization in a pull-friendly manner, in between iterations we transform the

traditional frontier into the Wedge Frontier, a representation of the same information

that can be efficiently traversed by a pull engine. This process can be costly, so

we present two optimizations. First, we produce the Wedge Frontier only when it

is sufficiently empty. Second, we coarsen the granularity of the representation of

elements in the Wedge Frontier. Both are effective, respectively leading to speedups

of up to 5× and 2× over unoptimized configurations.

The second key contribution of this thesis, Wedge, is a pull-only graph processing

framework that implements our proposed pull-friendly frontier optimization. Wedge

capitalizes on Grazelle’s high-throughput pull engine and respectively outperforms

Grazelle, Ligra, and GraphMat by up to 2.8×, 4.9×, and 185.5×. Taken together,

Grazelle and Wedge improve the performance and utility of pull engines to the point

that push engines are unnecessary.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Many application areas, including machine learning, social networking, business intel-

ligence, and bioinformatics, place great importance on solving problems modeled as

graphs [25, 31, 35]. Graph processing problems are conventionally viewed as difficult

to solve efficiently, especially at scale, as a result of several defining properties: irregu-

larity in the graph datasets leads to unpredictable memory accesses, many small-sized

random accesses, relatively poor data locality, and a typically low amount of work

per memory access [58,88].

A graph consists of vertices and edges, the former conceptually modelling objects

and the latter the relationship between objects. A graph computation begins by

assigning initial values to each vertex. Vertex values are updated iteratively by trans-

mitting information along the edges as messages to neighbors [26,61], which are then

aggregated locally at each vertex to produce a new value. The entire process repeats

until some application-specific convergence condition is reached. It is often the case

that within one iteration only a subset of vertices receive an updated value that differs

from their previous value. During the following iteration, it is only useful to propagate

outbound messages from these active vertices. Exploiting this behavior, known as the

frontier optimization, can significantly reduce the work required to complete an itera-

tion [2,3,77], potentially leading to orders-of-magnitude speedups (Chapter 2.4.4). A

graph processing framework implements this optimization by tracking which vertices

an application updates using a data structure called the frontier [30, 61,77,82,92].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

Execution of a graph processing application may follow either a push [32, 70, 77,

82,88,92] or a pull pattern [77,85,92]. Push-based engines iterate over source vertices

and propagate outbound messages. When parallelizing this write-heavy workload, we

must use synchronization to avoid conflicting updates to destination vertices. Con-

versely, pull-based engines iterate over destination vertices and aggregate inbound

messages. Reads are dominant and, since writes occur once per vertex, no synchro-

nization is required when an iteration is parallelized. Hence, a pull-based engine

achieves significantly higher throughput than a push-based engine. However, the

push pattern enables an efficient implementation of the frontier optimization [7, 30].

The frontier tracks vertices that are active as sources, which is in alignment with the

source orientation of the push pattern. A push-based engine can simply process the

out-edges for the vertices included in the frontier. Conversely, the pull pattern’s des-

tination orientation is out of alignment with the frontier. A pull-based engine must

check every single edge in order to find out if its source vertex is active [7].

Both push-based and pull-based graph processing engines conceptually follow a

two-level nested loop structure in their implementations. The outer loop iterates

over either source (push) or destination (pull) vertices, and the inner loop iterates

over the edges associated with each vertex. Outer loop parallelization is simple and

performed by many existing graph processing frameworks [49, 66, 74, 77, 82, 88, 92].

However, vertex degrees can vary by several orders of magnitude [26], so outer loop

parallelization alone is insufficient due to load imbalance even when load balancing

systems such as those offered by OpenMP [68] and Intel Cilk Plus [38] are used.

Hence, we turn to inner loop parallelization, which has the effect of subdividing the

edges that correspond to each vertex.

1.1 Challenges and Opportunities

Inner loop parallelization of a pull-based graph processing engine has not been studied

extensively in prior work and presents a unique challenge. Existing graph processing

engines accomplish inner loop parallelization naively using a simple parallel for loop

construct, in the same manner as they do for outer loop parallelization [77, 92]. Per
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Chapter 3.1, this results in a speedup of up to 3× when applied to a push engine but a

slowdown of up to 3× when applied to a pull engine. A push engine benefits because

splitting up the edges within each vertex solves the load imbalance issue and has

no impact on synchronization requirements. A pull engine, however, suffers because

naive inner loop parallelization introduces synchronization: all writes to vertices are

thread-private when the inner loop is sequential, but inner loop parallelization means

threads encounter conflicts when writing to the same vertex. Thus, while addressing

the load imbalance issue, we have simultaneously removed a major advantage of the

pull pattern over the push pattern.

Inner loop vectorization presents a further opportunity for performance enhance-

ment and is a topic not studied by any existing graph processing work that targets

CPUs. AVX instructions [41] supported by many modern processors permit a max-

imum theoretical speedup of 4× (256-bit vectors divided into four 64-bit elements).

Vectorization can be beneficial because it results in multiple memory operations be-

ing issued simultaneously. This increases the density of memory operations in the

instruction stream, which itself is a key bottleneck in graph processing [4]. Further-

more, vector memory operations can utilize more memory bandwidth than scalar

memory operations (Chapter 3.1). However, the Compressed-Sparse data structure

commonly used in existing work to represent edge topology [70, 77, 88, 92] is an im-

pediment to vectorization [6,56]. Compressed-Sparse tightly packs edges to maximize

compactness, but when accessed with vectorized code the result is unaligned mem-

ory accesses and software overheads due to vertex boundary checking, both of which

reduce performance [40].

A fully parallelized and vectorized pull engine can achieve a processing through-

put of up to 15× greater than that of a push engine (Chapter 2.4.4), which directly

translates into speedups for applications that do not use the frontier optimization.

This is because a well-optimized pull engine can utilize up to 6.5× more memory

bandwidth while producing up to 70× less write traffic than a push engine. On the

other hand, the efficient handling of frontiers by the push engine leads to performance

gains of up to 82× for frontier-driven applications. Existing graph processing frame-

works manage this tradeoff using hybrid engines that implement both patterns and
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dynamically select a push or pull iteration based on the frontier density [30, 77, 92],

but there are two key disadvantages of this approach. First, programmers must write

and optimize their graph applications twice, once for each pattern. Second, iterations

that execute using the push-based engine incur reduced processing throughput.

1.2 Thesis Contributions

This thesis showcases two key contributions, both of which improve the performance

and utility of pull-based graph processing engines. Chapter 3 introduces Grazelle,

a hybrid graph processing framework that demonstrates two novel techniques for

parallelizing and vectorizing the inner loop of a pull engine without introducing a

synchronization requirement. Both techniques together enable Grazelle to outper-

form state-of-the-art frameworks Ligra [77], Polymer [92], GraphMat [82], and X-

Stream [74] by up to 15.2×, 4.6×, 4.7×, and 66.8×, respectively. Chapter 4 proposes

an entirely unprecedented method of overcoming the trade-off between push and pull:

rather than using a hybrid engine, rebuild the frontier optimization to suit a pull en-

gine and eliminate the push engine entirely. It introduces Wedge, a pull-only graph

processing framework built on top of Grazelle that achieves exactly this goal. Be-

cause Wedge executes every iteration using the pull pattern, processing throughput is

increased throughout the application, enabling Wedge to outperform Grazelle, Ligra,

and GraphMat respectively by up to 2.8×, 4.9×, and 185.5×.

Grazelle demonstrates two techniques that enable effective inner loop paralleliza-

tion and vectorization of a pull engine. The first is a scheduler-aware interface for

parallel for loop constructs, which allows programmers to exploit the fact that many

consecutive iterations of a loop are executed on the same core. This significantly

reduces the amount of write traffic to memory and allows synchronization to be

avoided completely. The result is a peak speedup of 50× with the uk-2007 graph

over a baseline configuration that is parallelized without using scheduler awareness.

The second is Vector-Sparse, which enables the inner loop to be vectorized using

SIMD (single-instruction multiple-data) instructions found on many modern CPUs,
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such as AVX [41]. Vector-Sparse is a low-level modification to the extremely com-

pact Compressed-Sparse data structure that overcomes all of the issues identified

previously. Vectorization with Vector-Sparse leads to speedups of up to 2.5×.

Wedge capitalizes on Grazelle’s pull engine improvements by eliminating the push

engine entirely. Its novelty stems from a new pull-friendly form of the frontier opti-

mization, which conventional wisdom states to be fundamentally impossible [7]. The

pull engine in Wedge continues to produce the same traditional source-oriented vertex-

centric frontier as before. However, Wedge transforms it into a new format, called the

Wedge Frontier, which represents the frontier using a destination orientation and on

the basis of individual edges rather than entire vertices. The former design decision

aligns the frontier with the destination orientation of the pull pattern, enabling its

efficient traversal during processing, and the latter avoids superfluous edges being

introduced into the frontier as a side effect of conversion from source to destination

orientation. The transformation step executes between invocations of the pull engine

and can be quite expensive, so we introduce two key optimizations to make it prac-

tical. First, Wedge borrows a key idea from hybrid frameworks and only generates

the Wedge Frontier when the same is sufficiently empty, thus limiting the amount

of work required to produce it. Second, Wedge represents the Wedge Frontier us-

ing a coarse granularity, such that one element in the Wedge Frontier corresponds

to multiple edges rather than a single edge. This reduces the number of operations

required to produce the Wedge Frontier at the expense of adding a bounded number

of unnecessary edges to it. Both optimizations are effective, respectively leading to

performance improvements of up to 5× and 2× over unoptimized configurations.



Chapter 2

Background

In its most basic form a graph processing application is a program that consumes

a graph and an associated set of metadata as input and produces a different set of

metadata as output. As with any other program, the implementation details can be

left entirely to the application programmer, including the process of graph ingress, the

data structures used to represent the graph internally, and the implementation of the

graph processing operations themselves. However, many of these design decisions can

be made once and the results reused to build a variety of different graph processing

applications with relative ease. This is the purpose of a graph processing framework,

a platform intended to simplify the creation and execution of graph processing ap-

plications by exposing a simple programming model for developing applications and

bundling it with an application-independent execution engine. Through these simple

programming models, graph processing frameworks enable an application program-

mer to express graph processing applications using higher-level graph domain-specific

constructs instead of building a complete bespoke application. It is the job of the

execution engine to run the resulting graph processing application as quickly and effi-

ciently as possible. These two key pieces of a graph processing framework are largely

orthogonal to one another and have been advanced separately in the literature. While

both are important, the execution engine is the focus of this thesis.

Graph processing is a large and very diverse field of research. This chapter pro-

vides the background information needed to navigate and understand it, with specific

6
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emphasis on surveying the literature contained therein to place this thesis in context.

Chapter 2.1 begins with the fundamentals: key concepts that underpin graph process-

ing generally and common design aspects of a typical state-of-the-art graph processing

framework. Chapter 2.2 provides examples of some of the foundational and often-

benchmarked graph processing applications, including pseudocode to demonstrate

their implementations. Chapter 2.3 describes some of the programming models that

have been developed to simplify the creation of graph processing applications. Fi-

nally, Chapter 2.4 surveys existing work related to this thesis in the space of execution

engines for graph processing frameworks.

2.1 Graph Processing Preliminaries

A graph is an abstract model for networks that consist of objects and arbitrarily-

arranged connections between them. In graph parlance an object is a vertex and a

connection between objects is an edge; a vertex has a degree, which is simply the

number of edges associated with it. The meaning of any given vertex or edge is

completely determined by what is being modeled by the graph. For example, a graph

that models a social network could use vertices to represent people and edges to

represent friendships. Likewise, a graph modeling the internet might use a vertex for

each web page and an edge for each hyperlink.

Edges in a graph can be directed or undirected. In the former case each edge forms

a one-way connection from a specific source vertex to a specific destination vertex,

whereas in the latter case every edge is bidirectional. For example, friendships in

social networks are undirected (one-way friendships do not make semantic sense),

whereas hyperlinks on the internet are directed (a link flows from the page on which

it exists to the page that is the target of the link). Figure 2.1 shows an example of a

graph with directed edges using a common visual representation style. The vertices

are shown as circles identified abstractly using a zero-based index, and the directed

edges are shown as arrows between vertices.

Once a problem has been modeled using a graph structure, the next step is to run

an application on the graph that performs a useful computation to solve whatever is
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Figure 2.1: Example of a graph with directed edges. Vertices are identified numeri-
cally using a zero-based index, and edges are shown as arrows.

the original problem. Specific examples of graph applications are given in Chapter 2.2,

but some high-level categories include applications for determining which vertices are

the “most important,” detecting properties of structural connectivity, and searching

for “optimal” paths from one vertex to another. Precise meanings of superlatives

like “most important” and “optimal” vary and are determined by the combination of

application and input.

The arrangement of vertices and edges define the topology of a graph, but this

alone forms only part of the interface to a graph processing application. To capture

useful information about the objects and connections modeled by the graph, we an-

notate the vertices, and sometimes the edges, with metadata. It is these metadata

elements that are manipulated during the execution of an application. Vertex anno-

tations are often called vertex values or vertex properties, and edge annotations are

often called edge weights. Typically edge weights are read-only and form part of the

graph itself, whereas vertex properties are initialized before an application is executed

and updated as it proceeds. Accordingly, graphs with and without edge weights are

respectively called weighted and unweighted.

To better illustrate these concepts, consider the example use case of providing

a GPS user with driving directions to a nearby restaurant. We would model the

problem using a weighted graph that represents roads and intersections, whereby

edge weights are inputs like distance, speed limit, and travel time. On such a graph
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we would execute a shortest-path application to produce vertex values that identify

an optimal path from a vertex representing the user’s position to a vertex representing

the location of the restaurant. Different definitions of optimality, expressed by the user

as a route preference such as “shortest route” and “fastest route,” are implemented

by supplying the shortest-path application with different sets of edge weights: the

former would use distance values directly, while the latter would use travel times that

combine distance with speed limit. The vertex values produced by the shortest-path

application would identify outputs like “next vertex in the path” and “total distance

or travel time to reach this vertex.”

2.1.1 Execution Model

While the details of a graph processing framework’s execution model depend on the

programming model it uses, state-of-the-art frameworks have largely converged upon

an iterative model in which the entire application essentially boils down to a message-

passing operation [26, 30, 66, 73, 74, 77, 88, 92, 95]. More specifically, we can think

of a graph processing application as executing in two conceptual phases: message

exchange and local update. Applications execute iteratively, alternating repeatedly

between these two phases until some application-specific convergence condition is

reached. Certain frameworks additionally support updates to edge metadata [61,94],

although this is very infrequent. Within this execution model there is a distinction

between synchronous and asynchronous modes of execution. This discussion is re-

stricted to the former, whereby the execution proceeds in super-steps separated by

global barriers: all vertices execute one phase or the other in strict synchrony. A

more detailed examination of synchronous versus asynchronous modes is provided in

Chapter 2.4.5.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the high-level execution flow of a graph processing application

following this model. A single iteration of a graph processing application consists of

one message exchange phase followed by one local update phase, although the latter

may be skipped during the final iteration if the convergence condition is detected

immediately upon completion of the former. Some graph processing applications
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Figure 2.2: Flow chart depicting the high-level execution flow of a graph processing
application with a state-of-the-art graph processing framework.

converge statically, in which case convergence occurs after a set number of iterations

have been executed, whereas others converge dynamically, in which case a predicate

is evaluated after each iteration to determine whether another is required. Often

the predicate is as simple as computing the number of vertices whose values after

the iteration differ from what they were before the iteration and stating that the

application has converged if that number is equal to zero.

A user of a graph processing framework that follows this execution model sup-

plies, at a minimum, application-specific logic to be executed in each of the two phases

along with the convergence detection predicate. During the message exchange phase,

messages are transmitted along edges from source vertices to destination vertices.

This phase is programmed by means of two user-specified functions invoked on ev-

ery message transmission, one to generate the message itself and one to perform a

commutative and associative operation to aggregate that message at its destination

vertex. During the local update phase, updated values are computed for each ver-

tex based on the results of message aggregation from the prior phase. This phase is

programmed by means of a user-specified function that operates on a single vertex.

2.1.2 Frontier Optimization

It is frequently the case that only a subset of the vertices in the graph receive a value

after an iteration that differs from its value prior to that same iteration. Such ver-

tices are called active vertices, and the set of active vertices is known as the frontier
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of the graph. Many graph processing applications can exploit this behavior to limit

processing during an iteration to just the members of the frontier. This optimization,

the frontier optimization, is extremely important in graph processing because it can

significantly reduce the amount of processing needed to achieve application conver-

gence, which in turn greatly improves performance. The underlying intuition is that a

vertex whose value has not been updated during an iteration has no new information

for its neighbors, so messages need not be transmitted outbound from that vertex

during the following iteration. In other words, the frontier tracks source vertices

from which messages should be propagated outwards. Graph processing frameworks

that support the frontier optimization implement it by explicitly tracking frontier

membership using an internal data structure. Some additionally support the use of

arbitrary predicates to determine frontier membership [26, 30, 77, 92, 94] rather than

being restricted to comparing old and new vertex values.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the effect of the frontier optimization on reducing the amount

of work needed to execute a simple application. The graph is a directed chain of four

vertices, and the application simply propagates a “1” message from the leftmost ver-

tex to the rightmost vertex, converging when no vertices are updated. “Processed”

vertices participate in the message exchange phase; this application does not define

any logic for the local update phase. When the frontier optimization is used (Fig-

ure 2.3a), vertices shown as “value updated” are added to the frontier for the following

iteration, and during any given iteration only those vertices updated in the previous

iteration are processed. When the frontier optimization is not used (Figure 2.3b), all

vertices are processed unconditionally, even though only one vertex is ever updated

each iteration and most of the work is wasted. Vertices processed unnecessarily still

send messages that are aggregated at their respective destinations, but the aggrega-

tion does not have any effect on the resulting vertex values, which is why the work of

sending these messages is wasted. Since one message is propagated with the frontier

optimization enabled and three are propagated with it disabled, we can infer that the

frontier optimization would result in a 3× speedup for this example. In real-world

applications, the amount of work reduced per iteration is highly variable, and per

Chapter 2.4.4 the speedups can be multiple orders of magnitude.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the work reduction that results from using the frontier
optimization. Leftmost vertex is initialized, and then “1” messages are propagated
from left to right, one hop per iteration.

On the flip-side of the frontier optimization is the notion of a converged vertex.

A vertex in this state has reached its final value, and this value is no longer subject

to change. For example, a traversal application would mark vertices as “converged”

upon reaching them, since vertices that are reached once would not need to be reached

again. A converged vertex can be excluded from both message exchange and local

update phases: because its value is fixed, any incoming messages are discarded, and

no local update calculations are required. Of the graph processing frameworks that

can exploit this behavior as an optimization, some explicitly track membership in

a converged set analogous to the frontier data structure [30], whereas others infer

membership by invoking a user-supplied function on each vertex as needed [77, 92].

Unlike the frontier set, which is reset each iteration, the converged set is persistent

across iterations. While useful in some situations, the applicability of the converged

vertex optimization is much narrower than that of the frontier optimization; many

more applications can make use of the latter than the former.
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2.1.3 Data Structures

A state-of-the-art graph processing framework’s execution engine represents the state

of a graph processing application using data structures to encode three key pieces

of information: vertex values, edge topology (and optionally weights), and frontier

membership. Vertices in the graph are identified using a numeric 0-based or 1-based

index. Edges are identified by position within the edge topology data structure. Each

element of this data structure specifies the identifier of the vertices at both ends of

the edge (source and destination) and optionally a weight value. Undirected graphs

are implemented using a symmetric directed graph: for every edge from A to B there

exists an identically-weighted edge from B to A.

Vertex values exist for every vertex in the graph, so it is simple to represent

them using an array indexed by numeric vertex identifier. This is the approach many

existing graph processing frameworks take [30,74,77,82,88,92]. Multiple vertex values

can be stored together in a single array (array-of-structs), separately in multiple

arrays (struct-of-arrays), or some combination of these two options. The optimal

organization depends upon which vertex values are accessed during each phase of

execution and will vary between applications.

Edge topology and weights (if applicable) are often represented using a two-level

data structure known as Compressed-Sparse, shown unweighted in Figure 2.4 for

the example graph in Figure 2.1. Compressed-Sparse groups edges by either source

or destination vertex and is respectively called Compressed-Sparse-Row (CSR) and

Compressed-Sparse-Column (CSC) in each case. The top level in Compressed-Sparse,

the vertex index, contains one element per vertex and indicates the starting position

of that vertex’s edge information in the bottom level edge array. The latter contains

one element per edge, each element identifying either the destination (CSR) or source

(CSC) vertex at the other end of the edge. In other words, one end of the edge is

inferred by corresponding position in the vertex index, and the other end is directly

stored in the edge array. Although not shown in Figure 2.4, edge weights can be

embedded directly into the edge array (array-of-structs) or stored in a parallel weight

array (struct-of-arrays).
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(a) Compressed-Sparse-Row (CSR), in which edges are grouped by source vertex
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(b) Compressed-Sparse-Column (CSC), in which edges are grouped by destination vertex

Figure 2.4: Compressed-Sparse data structures commonly used to represent edge
topology. Shown unweighted for the example graph in Figure 2.1. Edge weights can
be embedded directly into the edge array or stored separately in a weight array.

Frontier membership can be tracked using any suitable data structure for repre-

senting sets. In existing work the frontier is commonly implemented densely as an

array with one element per vertex [30, 77, 82, 92] or sparsely as a list of active ver-

tices [77, 92]. Dense representations often take the form of a bit-mask with one bit

per vertex. Two instances of the frontier data structure typically exist: one is con-

sumed during an iteration of the application while the other is simultaneously being

produced for the next iteration. At the start of each iteration, the frontier set to be

produced for the next iteration is reset to empty. In graph processing frameworks

that support this optimization, converged vertices are maintained similarly to frontier

membership, except that a vertex’s converged state is carried over across iterations,

and therefore only one instance of that data structure is ever needed.
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2.2 Applications

A cursory scan of the relevant literature shows that there exists a wide variety of

real-world graph processing applications [31, 35, 77], with many exhibiting similar

behaviors to one another. The purpose of this section is to describe in detail the

purpose and behavior of four foundational graph processing applications, namely

PageRank, Breadth-First Search, Connected Components, and Single-Source Shortest

Paths. These four were selected because they feature most prevalently in the literature

and are well-understood. Chapter 2.2.5 additionally provides a brief overview of two

other applications and argues that they are similar in behavior to these four.

2.2.1 PageRank

Arguably one of the most famous contemporary graph processing applications is

PageRank [69], whose purpose is to assign rankings of importance to web pages in an

unweighted graph that models the internet. Each vertex in the graph is assigned a

rank value whereby higher values signify greater importance. Some variants of the al-

gorithm exist; the variant described here treats the rank as a probability distribution

whose values range from 0 to 1. Furthermore, the PageRank algorithm takes special

action to handle vertices with no outbound edges, but for the sake of simplicity a

description of this functionality is omitted.

At a high level PageRank begins by assigning an equal rank to every web page

and then iteratively modifying ranks based on relative importance. A web page is

considered important if it has a high number of incoming hyperlinks, more so if

those hyperlinks are from web pages that themselves are considered important. The

underlying intuition is that the rank value of a web page should model the probability

that a web surfer who clicks randomly on hyperlinks would eventually arrive at that

web page (the random surfer model). However, PageRank takes into consideration

the fact that the random surfer might get bored and randomly pick any web page,

with equal probability, to visit next. The probability of this behavior occurring, the

damping factor, is a parameter to the application [69].

Prior to execution vertex ranks are all initialized to the reciprocal of the total
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// Initializes the specified vertex.
void Initialize(int vertex) {

vertices[vertex].rank = 1 / vertices.size();
vertices[vertex].nextRank = 0;

}

// Returns the message to be transmitted from source vertex to destination vertex.
message t MessageExchangeOutUnweighted(int sourceVertex, int destVertex) {

return vertices[sourceVertex].rank / vertices[sourceVertex].outdegree;
}

// Aggregates a single received message at its destination vertex.
void MessageExchangeIn(int destinationVertex, message t receivedMessage) {

vertices[destinationVertex].nextRank += receivedMessage;
}

// Performs a local update operation.
void LocalUpdate(int vertex) {

const float rankFromMessages = (damping ∗ vertices[vertex].nextRank);
const float rankOffset = (1 − damping) / vertices.size();

vertices[vertex].rank = rankFromMessages + rankOffset;
vertices[vertex].nextRank = 0;

}

Figure 2.5: Pseudocode implementation of static PageRank.

number of vertices in the graph. During message exchange, a vertex transmits par-

tial rank values to all its neighbors, computed by dividing the current rank value

by the out-degree of the vertex, and messages are aggregated at each destination

using summation. During local update, new rank values are computed, taking into

consideration both the sum of all received partial rank values and the damping factor.

Three implementation styles of the PageRank application exist in the litera-

ture [29,30,77,78]. The first two, static PageRank and dynamic PageRank, faithfully

implement the algorithm as described. Static PageRank uses static convergence,

whereas dynamic PageRank converges automatically once the total amount by which

vertex ranks change drops below a pre-determined threshold. Neither static nor dy-

namic PageRank make use of the frontier optimization; during each iteration of the
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application every vertex unconditionally transmits a partial rank value to its neigh-

bors. The final implementaion style, PageRank-Delta (PR-D), is an optimization

over the basic PageRank algorithm. Instead of transmitting partial rank values un-

conditionally, each vertex transmits the amount by which its rank value was changed

and, using the frontier optimization, only does so when the magnitude of the change

exceeds a pre-determined threshold.

Static PageRank presents a unique potential for benchmarking a graph processing

framework’s execution engine. A pseudocode implementation is shown in Figure 2.5.

Because the number of messages transmitted remains the same across all iterations

and there is no limit on the number of iterations that can be executed, performance

with static PageRank is indicative of an execution engine’s peak processing through-

put (i.e. the number of edges that can be processed per unit time). Static PageRank

is used for this purpose throughout the remainder of this thesis and is simply called

PageRank (PR).

2.2.2 Breadth-First Search

The canonical example of a traversal application, Breadth-First Search (BFS) visits

vertices beginning with a root vertex (specified as a parameter to the application) and

moves outwards one level at a time, eventually visiting all vertices reachable from the

root vertex [77]. BFS does not consider edge weights. Graph processing frameworks

that implement BFS do so by generating a BFS tree, in which each vertex stores as a

value the identifier of its parent vertex in the tree. Throughout the entire execution

of the application, each vertex is visited at most once, and each edge is likewise

processed at most once [77].

BFS imposes a parital order on the visitation of vertices: levels closer to the

root vertex must be visited completely before levels further away, but vertices within

each level can be visited in any order. This means that the same set of inputs can

result in multiple correct BFS traversals [20] (for example, in Figure 2.1 both 4 and

8 are equally valid parents for vertex 9) and gives rise to a simple parallel algorithm

to implement a BFS traversal, in which each iteration corresponds to the parallel
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// Initializes the specified vertex.
void Initialize(int vertex) {

vertices[vertex].parent = −1;

if (rootVertex == vertex) {
vertices[vertex].AddToFrontier();
vertices[vertex].MarkConverged();

}
}

// Returns the message to be transmitted from source vertex to destination vertex.
message t MessageExchangeOutUnweighted(int sourceVertex, int destVertex) {

return sourceVertex;
}

// Aggregates a single received message at its destination vertex.
// Sender is in the frontier, and receiver is not in the converged set.
void MessageExchangeIn(int destinationVertex, message t receivedMessage) {

vertices[destinationVertex].parent = receivedMessage;
vertices[destinationVertex].AddToFrontier();
vertices[destinationVertex].MarkConverged();

}

// Performs a local update operation (not required for this application).
void LocalUpdate(int vertex) { }

Figure 2.6: Pseudocode implementation of Breadth-First Search.

visitation of all vertices in the same level [77]. Work efficiency optimizations have been

proposed on top of this base algorithm, most notably switching between iterating over

vertices that have been visited and vertices that have not yet been visited depending

on the respective numbers of each [2, 3]. These optimizations can be exploited in

graph processing frameworks that support both the frontier optimization and the

converged vertex optimization [30,77].

A typical BFS algorithm [30, 74, 77, 82, 92] begins by marking the root vertex

as converged and adding it to the frontier. Message exchange iterates either over

vertices in the frontier or over vertices absent from the converged set. In either case,

an unconverged vertex is added simultaneously to the frontier and to the converged
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set immediately upon receipt of a message from a vertex in the frontier. At that time,

it records the vertex identifier of the sender as its parent vertex. A vertex is present in

the frontier set for only a single iteration and, once it is visited, it remains converged

for the rest of the execution of the algorithm. The algorithm terminates after a

message exchange phase that results in no vertices being inserted into the frontier.

No local update step is required. A pseudocode implementation of Breadth-First

Search is shown in Figure 2.6.

2.2.3 Connected Components

Connected Components is a family of two related algorithms both intended to detect

components (i.e. sets of vertices) in an unweighted graph that satisfy a property

of connectedness. A component is called connected if every vertex can be reached

from every other vertex using only edges that flow between vertices in the com-

ponent [35]. If the graph is directed and edge directions are taken into account,

the algorithm is called Strongly-Connected Components (SCC), otherwise it is called

Weakly-Connected Components (WCC) [35] or simply Connected Components (CC).

While both have important applications, the latter is more frequently implemented

in existing graph processing frameworks [4,27,30,73,74,77,92,97] and is therefore the

focus of this subchapter.

Implementations of Connected Components in graph processing frameworks are

commonly based on an algorithm known as HCC [35,46], which is a label propagation

operation that makes use of the frontier optimization. The frontier initially contains

all vertices in the graph, and each vertex is assigned a component identifier equal to

its own vertex identifier. During message exchange, vertices transmit their component

identifiers to their neighbors and aggregate incoming component identifiers using a

min operation. If the result of the min operation is a new value being assigned as a

component identifier, the vertex is added to the frontier for the following iteration.

The algorithm terminates after a message exchange phase that results in no vertices

being inserted into the frontier. No local update step is required. A pseudocode

implementation of Connected Components is shown in Figure 2.7.
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// Initializes the specified vertex.
void Initialize(int vertex) {

vertices[vertex].component = vertex;
vertices[vertex].AddToFrontier();

}

// Returns the message to be transmitted from source vertex to destination vertex.
message t MessageExchangeOutUnweighted(int sourceVertex, int destVertex) {

return vertices[sourceVertex].component;
}

// Aggregates a single received message at its destination vertex.
// Sender is in the frontier.
void MessageExchangeIn(int destinationVertex, message t receivedMessage) {

const int oldComponent = vertices[destinationVertex].component;
const int newComponent = min(oldComponent, receivedMessage);

if (oldComponent != newComponent) {
vertices[destinationVertex].component = newComponent;
vertices[destinationVertex].AddToFrontier();

}
}

// Performs a local update operation (not required for this application).
void LocalUpdate(int vertex) { }

Figure 2.7: Pseudocode implementation of Connected Components.

McSherry et. al. have argued that HCC is not an optimal algorithm for solving

the weakly-connected component detection problem, instead favoring a union-find

algorithm [64]. However, the prevalence of HCC-based implementations of CC has

meant that its continued use is important for facilitating fair comparisons between

implementations of the execution engines in various graph processing frameworks.

2.2.4 Single-Source Shortest Paths

Single-Source Shortest Paths (SSSP) consumes a directed, weighted graph and com-

putes the shortest possible distances from a root vertex (specified as a parameter to

the application) to all vertices reachable from it. The distance between two vertices
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// Initializes the specified vertex.
void Initialize(int vertex) {

if (rootVertex == vertex) {
vertices[vertex].distance = 0;
vertices[vertex].AddToFrontier();

} else {
vertices[vertex].distance = INFINITY;

}
}

// Returns the message to be transmitted from source vertex to destination vertex.
message t MessageExchangeOut(int sourceVertex, int destVertex, int edgeWeight) {

return vertices[sourceVertex].distance + edgeWeight;
}

// Aggregates a single received message at its destination vertex.
// Sender is in the frontier.
void MessageExchangeIn(int destinationVertex, message t receivedMessage) {

const int oldDistance = vertices[destinationVertex].distance;
const int newDistance = min(oldDistance, receivedMessage);

if (oldDistance != newDistance) {
vertices[destinationVertex].distance = newDistance;
vertices[destinationVertex].AddToFrontier();

}
}

// Performs a local update operation (not required for this application).
void LocalUpdate(int vertex) { }

Figure 2.8: Pseudocode implementation of Single-Source Shortest Paths.

connected by an edge is equal to the weight of that edge, and these distances can be

combined using summation to compute a distance between two indirectly-connected

vertices. Many graph processing frameworks implement SSSP using the Bellman-Ford

algorithm [30,74,77,82,92].

SSSP is initialized by inserting the root vertex into the frontier, assigning a dis-

tance of 0 to the root vertex, and assigning an infinite distance to all other vertices.

During message exchange, vertices transmit to their neighbors candidate distance
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values, computed as the sum of that vertex’s distance value and the weight of the

outgoing edge. Aggregation occurs using the min operator. As with CC, if the result

of min produces a new distance value, that value is assigned to the vertex and the ver-

tex is inserted into the frontier. The algorithm terminates after a message exchange

phase that results in no vertices being inserted into the frontier. No local update step

is required. A pseudocode implementation of Single-Source Shortest Paths is shown

in Figure 2.8.

2.2.5 Other Applications

Several other graph processing applications exist and are used to solve real-world

problems, but many of them exhibit behavioral patterns similar to the four founda-

tional applications discussed previously. Two examples that frequently show up in

the literature are Collaborative Filtering (CF) and Betweenness Centrality (BC).

CF is a machine learning application intended to predict the ratings that users

will assign to products based on existing ratings from other users. It operates on a

weighted bipartite graph, in which the first partition contains vertices that represent

users, the second partition contains vertices that represent products, and edge weights

represent the ratings each user assigns to each product [82]. CF does not use the

frontier optimization and behaves similarly to static PageRank, except that the input

graph is weighted and the application performs different mathematical calculations.

BC provides a measure of the relative importance of vertices in a graph by com-

puting the number of shortest paths that flow through them. It is often used in

the analysis of graphs that represent social networks and operates on a directed, un-

weighted graph. Implementations of BC typically follow Brandes’ algorithm, which

uses BFS as its fundamental building block [10,63,77,86].
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2.3 Programming Models

Prior to the introduction of graph processing frameworks, graph processing appli-

cations were mapped to general-purpose computing frameworks, such as MapRe-

duce [19, 46, 55]. An early example of a graph-specific programming abstraction is

GraphLab [57], which accepts user-defined update and sync functions that perform,

respectively, local computations on small neighborhoods of the graph (analogous to

MapReduce’s map) and larger-scale aggregation operations (analogous to MapRe-

duce’s reduce). The GraphLab execution engine manages the internal representa-

tion of the graph and the concurrent invocation of these functions; a key difference

between GraphLab and MapReduce is that update and sync are permitted to run

simultaneously, whereas map and reduce are run one after the other.

Pregel, a graph processing framework developed at Google [61], introduced the

“think like a vertex” programming model, which has proven to be extremely influ-

ential. Per the Bulk-Synchronous Parallel model [84] the overall execution is broken

into a sequence of iterations separated by global synchronization barriers. During

each iteration the framework invokes a user-defined function, a vertex program [26],

concurrently on each vertex. The vertex program encodes the application-specific

logic that should be performed by a single vertex V during the single iteration S in

which it is invoked, which can include any combination of the following operations.

• Send messages to other vertices (typically, but not necessarily, along the outgo-

ing edges of vertex V ), which will be received in iteration S + 1

• Read messages received from other vertices, which were sent in iteration S − 1

• Modify the metadata associated with vertex V or with any of its outgoing edges

• Vote to terminate the application

Pregel internally tracks the state of each vertex as either “active” or “inactive,”

with the former being the initial state of all vertices. A vertex transitions to “inactive”

if it votes to terminate the application and transitions back to “active” if it receives

messages from other vertices. During any given iteration Pregel only invokes the
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user-defined function on “active” vertices, and a Pregel program terminates once all

vertices are marked “inactive.” This is, in essence, an implementation of the frontier

optimization.

While the “think like a vertex” model is simple and intuitive, researchers have

argued that Pregel’s use of vertex programs suffers from a major disadvantage in real-

world use. Pregel’s abstraction is inherently vertex-centric, achieving parallelism by

executing vertex programs simultaneously for multiple vertices. Maximal parallelism

can be extracted when the degrees of vertices are relatively small, and work is well-

balanced when they are all approximately equal. However, many real-world graphs—

particularly those that model social networks and internet topology—have skewed

power-law distributions of degrees, whereby degree differences between vertices can

span several orders of magnitude. As a result, significant work imbalance can occur

using a strictly vertex-centric abstraction, so parallel performance suffers [26].

This observation has led to the introduction of the Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS)

programming model [26], which is conceptually a variation of Pregel’s abstraction

that adds structure to vertex programs and exposes edge-level parallelism. Rather

than supporting arbitrarily-organized vertex programs, GAS decomposes them into

three phases called Gather, Apply, and Scatter. GAS further differs from Pregel in

that it restricts message transmission to edges, does not explicitly allow updates to

edge metadata, and supports both synchronous and asynchronous modes of execu-

tion. GAS is programmed by means of three user-supplied functions, one per phase.

The Gather and Scatter functions together form the conceptual message exchange

phase and are invoked once per edge. The former implements the operator that

aggregates inbound messages at each destination vertex, and the latter implements

the generation of outbound messages from each source vertex. The Apply function

directly implements the conceptual local update phase. GAS supports the frontier

optimization by allowing programs to insert vertices into the frontier during message

exchange. Application convergence is detected when the frontier set becomes empty.

Other programming models that have been proposed since GAS are derivatives of

it. For example, the edgeMap/vertexMap abstraction introduced with the Ligra graph
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processing framework [77] defines a two-phase execution model: edgeMap encapsu-

lates all of the message exchange logic, subsuming both Gather and Scatter, while

vertexMap implements local update and is analogous to Apply. Likewise, the Cube

framework [94] introduced the Update-Push-Pull-Sink (UPPS) model, which modifies

GAS by adding a phase that explicitly updates edge metadata. GAS, edgeMap/ver-

texMap, and UPPS can all be considered state-of-the-art programming models. While

the details differ, they all follow the same general flow outlined in Figure 2.2.

2.4 Execution Engines

Real-world graph datasets are known to be large (billions to trillions of edges [18,50])

and highly irregular: an edge can exist between any two vertices, and the distribution

of edges is essentially random. Combined with the brevity and simplicity of many

kernels (for example, message exchange in Figures 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8), this leads to

graph processing applications exhibiting unpredictable memory access patterns, many

small-sized random accesses, relatively poor data locality, and very little work per

memory access [58,88]. Modern processors, however, are optimized for predictability

and locality, and modern memory systems and networks are most efficiently utilized

with bulk sequential data transfers.

Reconciling the irregularity of graph processing applications with the character-

istics of today’s architectures in a system with sufficient capacity to process large

graphs is the primary challenge that execution engine work attempts to overcome.

The goal is to produce an execution engine that is both scalable and performant.

To that end, existing work spans an incredibly large design space that consists of

several orthogonal dimensions. Many of these dimensions represent a trade-off be-

tween capacity and performance, whereas others are different ways of structuring the

computation and therefore affect performance without any impact on capacity. This

subchapter surveys work along many of these dimensions and establishes the context

of the contributions contained in this thesis. Its general organization is hierarchical:

each section focuses on one particular dimension, and most narrow the focus of both

this thesis and subsequent sections to a single point on that dimension.
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2.4.1 Cluster vs. Single Machine

One of the most crucial dichotomies in graph processing literature is the distinc-

tion between scale-out frameworks that target a cluster and scale-up frameworks

that target a single machine. Scale-out frameworks can vary their compute through-

put, memory capacity, and memory throughput with the number of machines in the

cluster, accommodating graphs of any size. Examples of scale-out frameworks are

PEGASUS [46], Pregel [61], GraphLab [57], GPS [76], PowerGraph [26], Mizan [47],

GraphX [27], Chaos [73], GraM [88], and PowerLyra [16].

The main disadvantage of scale-out frameworks is the need to access data over a

network, incurring high latency and low bandwidth compared to DRAM. To overcome

this issue, a graph is partitioned across machines, using mechanisms such as edge-

cut [61], vertex-cut [26], or hybrid-cut [16], and sometimes dynamically re-partitioning

the graph during computation [47, 76]. In every iteration of an application, commu-

nication occurs along edges that span partitions, or between replicated vertices, and

this typically becomes the bottleneck [26, 27]. For instance, Figure 2.9a reproduces

the originally-published evaluation of GraphX running the PageRank algorithm on

the twitter-2010 graph. It shows that increasing cluster size by 6× or more results

in a speedup that saturates at 3.3× [27]. As a result, there are several efforts to

utilize high-end networking technologies, such as 40 GbE [73] and InfiniBand [88].

The high overheads of scale-out frameworks motivates the use of scale-up tech-

niques [49]. Today’s technology allows for shared-memory servers with 2 to 8 multi-

core sockets that can host several terabytes of DRAM [39, 42, 43]. This capacity

is sufficient for many real-world graph problems [50, 53]. Figure 2.9b compares the

GridGraph scale-up framework running on a single EC2 (i2.4xlarge) instance [99]

to two scale-out frameworks, PowerGraph and GraphX [26,27], running on a 16-node

cluster of EC2 (m2.4xlarge) instances. GridGraph is 2× to 5× faster than the two

scale-out frameworks and, since the GridGraph instance is 3.5× more expensive than

each of the 16 scale-out instances, GridGraph is also 4.5× more cost effective.

These results indicate that it is worthwhile improving scale-up frameworks for

problems that fit within a single machine, while also improving scale-out systems for

larger problems that do not. Although individual frameworks target one or the other,
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Figure 2.9: Performance limits of cluster-oriented graph processing frameworks. Grid-
Graph runs on a single machine, and both PowerGraph and GraphX run on a cluster.
All results are captured on the twitter-2010 graph.

the problems and solutions in one domain can be applied to the other. Techniques

that improve scale-up frameworks can also be applied to scale-out frameworks because

local per-partition processing on each node is a major part of the overall computa-

tion. Likewise, multi-socket machines exhibit non-uniform memory access (NUMA)

behavior, which means that graph partitioning is important in the scale-up space for

the purpose of minimizing memory accesses to remote NUMA nodes [88, 92]. This

thesis, and the remainder of this subchapter, focuses on scale-up graph processing.

2.4.2 In-Memory vs. Out-of-Core

Within the context of scale-up graph processing is a second trade-off between ca-

pacity and performance. Traditionally we think of single-machine graph processing

frameworks as being capacity-limited by the amount of DRAM in whatever machine is

running the framework—in-memory graph processing. Overcoming this limit without

scaling out to multiple machines is possible by means of out-of-core graph processing,

in which data structures are spilled to secondary storage and transferred piece-wise to

DRAM for processing. Several examples of out-of-core graph processing frameworks
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exist in the literature, including GraphChi [49], X-Stream [74], GridGraph [99], Tur-

boGraph [36], Chaos [73], FlashGraph [97], and Mosaic [60]. Key research directions

in this space are concerned with computation and data structure layout for efficient

streaming to DRAM for processing.

While their capacity and performance rivals scale-out frameworks [99], out-of-core

performance is unable to compete with in-memory performance due to the storage

layer bottleneck [74]. Even pooling together multiple SSDs and aggregating their

bandwidth cannot overcome this limitation [97]. This thesis and the remainder of

this subchapter therefore focus specifically on in-memory frameworks. Galois [66],

Ligra [77], in-memory X-Stream [74], scale-up GraM [88], Polymer [92], Graph-

Mat [82], and Cagra [95] are all examples of such frameworks.

2.4.3 Edge-Centric vs. Vertex-Centric

The distinction between edge-centric and vertex-centric graph processing is a question

of how the computation is organized during the message exchange phase. During mes-

sage exchange the fundamental unit of work is an individual edge, which corresponds

to a single message that must be transmitted from that edge’s source vertex to that

same edge’s destination vertex. In principle the edges can be processed in any order:

an edge-centric framework processes an arbitrarily-ordered list of edges. Examples

of edge-centric graph processing frameworks are PowerGraph [26] and X-Stream [74].

In practice, however, it is beneficial to performance to reuse vertex values as much as

possible—for example, by reading the value of a source vertex only once and reusing

the result for all outbound message propagations from that vertex. Grouping the

edges by either source or destination vertex can achieve this reuse. This type of

grouping is natural in frameworks that use data structures like Compressed-Sparse

(Figure 2.4) to represent graph topology.

A vertex-centric graph processing framework [70,77,82,88,92] groups edges in the

message exchange phase by vertex and regards each vertex, rather than each edge, as

the fundamental unit of work. While such frameworks benefit from vertex data reuse,

they suffer from load imbalance between threads because vertex degrees can vary by
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several orders of magnitude [26]. Techniques for addressing this issue primarily involve

using a software load balancing mechanism, such as work-stealing [77, 78, 92, 93],

offered by such multi-threading runtimes as Intel Cilk Plus [38], but per Chapter 3 are

insufficient. The contributions in this thesis target vertex-centric graph processing.

2.4.4 Push vs. Pull

Vertex-centric graph processing frameworks can elect to group edges by either source

or destination vertex, and it is this decision that gives rise to the distinction between

push-based and pull-based graph processing. The difference between the two is high-

lighted in Figure 2.10, which uses colors to illustrate edge groupings and shows the

memory accesses required by each pattern to process the yellow vertex at the center.

Push-based graph processing is the classical pattern and is featured very prominently

in the literature [70,77,82,88,92]. Pull-based graph processing is much newer: it orig-

inated as an optimization for the Breadth-First Search application specifically [2, 3]

but has since been generalized to other applications [30, 77,92].

Grouping by source vertex produces a push pattern, whereby a vertex value is

read once and its message is aggregated at its outbound neighbors. This results in a

write-heavy workload that must be synchronized because these writes often conflict

between threads. Conversely, grouping by destination vertex produces a pull pattern,

in which inbound messages are read, and the result of the aggregation is written a

single time to each destination vertex. Such a workload is dominated by reads and

requires no synchronization because each vertex receives exactly one write. From

a programmability standpoint both patterns are equivalent: any application can be

represented according to either pattern [7].

The trade-off between push and pull has been studied in the literature and is

well-understood. On one hand, a pull-based engine can achieve significantly higher

processing throughput than a push-based engine due to its read-heavy and unsyn-

chronized access pattern. On the other hand, a push-based engine can implement the

frontier optimization much more efficiently because its source vertex grouping is prop-

erly aligned with the source vertex orientation of the frontier. A push-based engine
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of push-based and pull-based graph processing. Colored
edges are grouped with similarly-colored vertices. Annotations show memory opera-
tions for processing the yellow vertex.

can simply iterate over vertices in the frontier and propagate messages outwards from

each, whereas pull-based engine would not know the identity of the source vertex for

each edge until it loads said edge and must therefore unconditionally scan through

every edge in the graph.

Existing work has proposed hybrid graph processing frameworks as a means of

overcoming the trade-off between push and pull [30, 77, 92]. A block diagram illus-

trating the top-level control flow of a hybrid framework is shown in Figure 2.11.

When the frontier is almost full, both push and pull would propagate messages along

a very high fraction of the edges in the graph, so the deciding factor is throughput

and therefore pull is selected. Conversely, when the frontier is sufficiently empty,

enough work would be saved by exploiting the frontier optimization that choosing

push is worthwhile despite its lower throughput. In determining which engine to

use, a hybrid framework computes the sum of the out-degrees of all of the vertices

in the frontier and compares the result to a pre-determined threshold, typically a

certain fraction of the total number of edges in the graph. The exact value to use is

often determined experimentally [30, 77]. While generally effective at managing the

throughput versus frontier trade-off, there are two key disadvantages with the hybrid

approach. First, iterations that execute using the push-based engine incur reduced

processing throughput. Second, the user of a hybrid framework must implement the
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Figure 2.11: Hybrid graph processing framework top-level block diagram.

graph processing application twice (once for push and once for pull). For example, the

two required implementations of Connected Components for Ligra, a hybrid graph

processing framework [77], are shown in Figure 2.12. The push-based version per-

forms an atomic update using the condAtomicCAS() function, which returns false

if the compare-swap operation fails, whereas the pull-based version performs no syn-

chronization and is much simpler to write. Connected Components only uses a single

vertex property; applications that attempt to update multiple vertex properties si-

multaneously would need to resort to more complicated methods of synchronization

for the push-based version, such as locks or transactions, while this would not be a

problem for the pull-based version.

Figure 2.13 quantifies the performance impact of engine pattern selection for four

applications running with Grazelle (the hybrid graph processing framework described

in Chapter 3) on the uk-2007 web crawl graph [50] fully utilizing all cores and all

sockets of the four-socket server described in Chapter 4.4. PageRank (Chapter 2.2.1)

does not use the frontier optimization and therefore runs exclusively using a sin-

gle engine. The other three applications (Chapters 2.2.3, 2.2.2, and 2.2.4) do and

therefore are executed in hybrid mode. Overall application performance is shown

in Figure 2.13a, and hybrid mode time division between push and pull is shown in

Figure 2.13b. The pull engine can achieve a throughput of up to 15× greater than

the push engine, which directly translates into speedups for applications that do not

use the frontier optimization. However, a push engine’s frontier-handling superiority
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// Returns ‘‘true’’ to add the vertex to the frontier, ‘‘false’’ otherwise
inline bool updateAtomic(unsigned sourceVertex, unsigned destinationVertex) {

unsigned origID = vertices[destinationVertex].ID;
unsigned tempID;
bool casResult = false;

do tempID = vertices[destinationVertex].ID;
while (tempID > vertices[sourceVertex].ID && !(casResult =

condAtomicCAS(&vertices[destinationVertex].ID, tempID,
vertices[sourceVertex].ID));

return (casResult && origID == vertices[destinationVertex].prevID);
}

(a) Push-based implementation

// Returns ‘‘true’’ to add the vertex to the frontier, ‘‘false’’ otherwise
inline bool update(unsigned sourceVertex, unsigned destinationVertex) {

unsigned origID = vertices[destinationVertex].ID;

if (vertices[sourceVertex].ID < origID) {
vertices[destVertex].ID = min(origID, vertices[sourceVertex].ID);
if (origID == vertices[destVertex].prevID) return true;

}

return false;
}

(b) Pull-based implementation

Figure 2.12: Connected Components implementation in Ligra [78], showing both
push-based and pull-based versions. Modified for readability.

leads to orders-of-magnitude speedups for frontier-driven applications, up to 82×.

The hybrid engine achieves the best of both worlds. As demonstrated in Figure 2.14,

the pull engine is able to utilize up to 6.5× more memory bandwidth than the push

engine while producing up to 70× less write traffic. Even removing synchronization

from the push engine, which results in incorrect output, cannot overcome this gap.
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Figure 2.13: Trade-off between push-based and pull-based graph processing engines.
Shown for four applications; PageRank does not use the frontier optimization, whereas
the other three do. Results captured with Grazelle (Chapter 3) on the uk-2007
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Figure 2.14: Interaction of push and pull patterns with the memory system. Shown
for Grazelle (Chapter 3) running PageRank with three different graphs on one socket
of the four-socket machine described in Chapter 3.5. The local update phase is shown
for completeness and is able to saturate the available per-socket memory bandwidth.
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2.4.5 Synchronous vs. Asynchronous

The distinction between synchronous and asynchronous modes of execution is con-

cerned with the order in which computational tasks are performed. In the case of

synchronous graph processing, the execution is broken up into super-steps separated

by global barriers that act as synchronization points, following the Bulk-Synchronous

Parallel model [84]. Within each super-step, the execution engine either performs

a message exchange phase or a local update phase. Accordingly, one iteration of a

graph processing application consists of one message exchange super-step followed

by one local update super-step. Both push-based and pull-based graph processing

engines follow the synchronous mode of execution. Implementation of the frontier

optimization occurs by means of tracking updates to vertices and adding them to a

frontier data structure.

Asynchronous execution engines still follow the conceptual execution model of

message exchange and local update, but they behave very differently. A shared work

queue data structure keeps track of vertices that need to be processed, initialized to

contain the vertices from which messages should be transmitted outwards immedi-

ately upon starting the application. A worker thread dequeues a vertex from the

work queue, performs a complete message exchange phase for the assigned vertex

(aggregating inbound messages and propagating outbound messages), enqueues onto

the work queue any out-neighbors that received a message from the assigned vertex

and are not already on the work queue, and finally performs a local update phase

for the assigned vertex. In other words, processing a vertex involves performing com-

putations that follow both the push pattern and the pull pattern. There are no

synchronization points; any vertex can be at any point in either message exchange

or local update at any time [26, 89]. Since vertices are enqueued to the work queue

only upon receiving a message, the frontier optimization is inherently built into the

asynchronous mode of execution. However, the work queue data structure itself can

become a performance bottleneck because it is shared and accesses to it must be syn-

chronized [91]. Likewise, accesses to per-vertex data structures, such as vertex values

and any incoming message queues that might be in use, can conflict between worker

threads and therefore must also be synchronized [89].
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Performance trade-offs between these two modes of execution have been studied

in the literature. Asynchronous execution tends to result in applications converg-

ing more quickly (i.e. fewer message exchange and local update phases per vertex)

because updated vertex values are immediately available to be read by other ver-

tices, but it is throughput-limited by its many synchronized accesses to shared data

structures. Conversely, synchronous execution requires a higher number of iterations

to reach convergence, but communication patterns are more efficient, which leads to

greater throughput [89]. These trade-offs appear to be well-balanced to the extent

that previous work has been unable to identify a clear winner. Some frameworks, such

as Galois [66], only support asynchronous execution, whereas many more only sup-

port synchronous execution [27,30,61,74,77,82,92], and others support both [26,89].

In fact, the Switch graph processing framework introduces the Hsync mode of ex-

ecution, which dynamically switches between asynchronous and synchronous modes

throughout application execution [89]. The focus of this thesis is synchronous graph

processing due to the relative simplicity of reasoning about super-steps.

2.4.6 Target Architecture

All of the graph processing frameworks mentioned thus far are implemented in soft-

ware and target CPUs. Several frameworks and libraries have also been proposed

and developed to target other architectures. Notable examples are graphics process-

ing units (GPUs) and completely custom designs for either field-programmable gate

array (FPGA) or application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) implementation.

GPU-based graph processing frameworks recognize the similarity between graph

processing and sparse matrix-vector multiplication [82] and build on much of the

GPU-focused work in the latter domain [5, 6, 13, 28, 65]. Unlike CPUs, GPUs are

built for high-throughput applications with regular control flow, and graphs are more

irregular than many matrices, which makes graph processing on GPUs particularly

challenging [85]. Examples of approaches in existing work include dynamically de-

termining whether to run an iteration on the CPU or the GPU [37] and presenting
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a frontier-centric, rather than a vertex-centric or an edge-centric, programming ab-

straction [85]. GPUs are also heavily capacity-limited, with modern boards containing

tens of GB of on-device memory [67], meaning that state-of-the-art systems can pro-

cess only small graphs before needing to stream data piece-wise between GPU and

host DRAM. Even the evaluation of the state-of-the-art GPU-based graph processing

library Gunrock is limited to graphs containing hundreds of millions of edges [85].

Custom hardware solutions have also been proposed, both as complete graph pro-

cessing chips and as co-processing modules to assist the CPU. Capacity limits inherent

in the use of GPUs are not an issue; in the former case, they can be circumvented

by attaching the chip directly to large amounts of DRAM, and in the latter case the

CPU is still doing the processing. Since graph processing is memory-bound rather

than compute-bound, the goal in building a custom hardware system is to target a

specific performance bottleneck that a CPU-based system is inherently incapable of

avoiding. For example, Graphicionado [32] proposes a complete new hardware design

for push-based graph processing that overcomes the bottleneck of atomic updates us-

ing two pipelines connected by a crossbar switch to avoid them entirely. One pipeline

is work-partitioned by source vertex, and the second is work-partitioned by destina-

tion vertex, so no writes are ever able to conflict. Minnow [91] is an accelerator module

for asynchronous graph processing. It attaches to individual cores, assists with all

work queue processing, and contains a graph-aware prefetcher to avoid cache misses

during the processing of an individual vertex. Specialization in the form of custom

accelerators is a promising research direction, but it comes with a high engineering

cost compared to a software solution. The focus of this thesis is software-based graph

processing targeting CPUs.
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Grazelle: Making Pull-Based

Graph Processing Performant

Implementations of graph processing engines following either the push-based or pull-

based pattern conceptually consist of a two-level nested loop structure. On a modern

multi-core server, parallelizing and vectorizing these loops is critical for high overall

performance and memory bandwidth utilization. Outer loop parallelization, which

simply means processing multiple vertices in parallel, is simple for both engine types

but suffers from high load imbalance because vertex degrees can vary by several orders

of magnitude [26]. We therefore turn our attention to inner loop parallelization,

which is the focus of this chapter. Inner loop parallelization involves subdividing

the edges that correspond to each vertex. It is challenging because naive inner loop

parallelization leads to a significant increase in conflicting memory writes that must

be synchronized.

This chapter presents two techniques for effective inner loop parallelization of pull

engines. The first technique is a scheduler-aware interface for parallel loops that

allows us to optimize for the common case in which each thread executes several con-

secutive iterations. This eliminates most write traffic and avoids all synchronization,

leading to speedups of up to 50×. The second technique is the Vector-Sparse format,

which addresses the obstacles to vectorization that stem from the commonly-used

Compressed-Sparse data structure. Our new format eliminates unaligned memory

37
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accesses and bounds checks within vector operations, two common problems when

processing low-degree vertices. Vectorization with Vector-Sparse leads to performance

improvements of up to 2.5×.

Both techniques are embodied in Grazelle, a hybrid graph processing framework.

On a server equipped with four Intel Xeon E7-4850 v3 processors, Grazelle respectively

outperforms Ligra, Polymer, GraphMat, and X-Stream by up to 15.2×, 4.6×, 4.7×,

and 66.8×.

3.1 Introduction

Graph processing engines are usually implemented following either the push pat-

tern [32, 70, 74, 77, 82, 88, 92] or the pull pattern [77, 85, 92], as described in Chap-

ter 2.4.4. Internally, both conceptually consist of a two-level nested loop, shown for

push in Figure 3.1a and for pull in Figure 3.1b. atomicCAS() is an atomic compare-

swap operation, and compute() invokes the application-specific logic.

To leverage the increasing core counts in processor chips, existing graph process-

ing engines [49, 66, 74, 77, 82, 88, 92] parallelize their respective outer loops, which is

simple to achieve using a parallel for construct such as those offered by Intel Cilk

Plus [38] and OpenMP [68]. Outer loop parallelization has the effect of dividing

up the source (push) or destination (pull) vertices across multiple threads. Unfortu-

nately, for many real world graphs such as twitter-2010, parallelizing only the outer

loop is insufficient as it can lead to significant load imbalance. In such graphs, vertex

degrees differ by several orders of magnitude; even with dynamic load balancing and

work-stealing [66,74], threads that process vertices with millions of edges will be slow.

This can be seen in Figure 3.2, which compares different loop parallelization config-

urations for Ligra [77]. The push engine exhibits a 3× speedup when both loops are

parallelized over outer loop parallelization alone. We expect similar gains from paral-

lelizing the inner loop of a pull engine and best performance from a fully-parallelized

hybrid configuration. Surprisingly, the opposite is the case. While the sequential pull

engine delivers a speedup of up to 9×, the performance of the fully-parallelized hybrid

is significantly lower.
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parallel for (int vSrc = 0; vSrc < numVertices; ++vSrc) {
if (!frontier.contains(vSrc)) continue;
for (int d = 0; d < vertex[vSrc].outdegree; ++d) {

const int vDst = vertex[vSrc].outneighbor[d];
if (converged.contains(vDst)) continue;
atomicCAS(vertex[vDst].value,

compute(vertex[vSrc].value, vertex[vDst].value));
}

}

(a) Push-based implementation

parallel for (int vDst = 0; vDst < numVertices; ++vDst) {
if (converged.contains(vDst)) continue;
for (int s = 0; s < vertex[vDst].indegree; ++s) {

const int vSrc = vertex[vDst].inneighbor[s];
if (!frontier.contains(vSrc)) continue;
vertex[vDst].value =

compute(vertex[vSrc].value, vertex[vDst].value);
}

}

(b) Pull-based implementation

Figure 3.1: Conceptual two-level nested loop implementation of push-based and pull-
based graph processing engines. The outer loop is parallelized using a parallel for
loop construct, such as those offered by OpenMP [68] and Intel Cilk Plus [38].

Our analysis of the pull engine reveals the following challenges. When the inner

loop executes serially, each thread repeatedly updates the same destination vertex

in cache or processor registers, writing back to shared memory only once upon inner

loop completion. When the inner loop is parallelized, threads must conservatively

update destination vertices after each iteration of the inner-loop. Furthermore, since

multiple threads may update the same destination vertex, synchronization is required.

Figure 3.2 shows that, even if we ignore the need for synchronization, the effect of

the numerous conflicting writes is still significant. Write conflicts result in cache line

thrashing and spurious write-backs to memory, both of which harm performance [40].
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The source of these problems is that the parallel for constructs in popular program-

ming models like Intel Cilk Plus [38] and OpenMP [68] do not allow programmers to

optimize for the common case in which several iterations of the parallel loop execute

on the same thread. Programmers must pessimistically assume that each iteration

will execute independently and treat the loop body as a stateless function with a

single parameter, namely the value of the for loop iteration counter [51].

Our first proposal is a scheduler-aware interface for parallel for (Chapter 3.2)

that allows programmers to exploit the chunking behavior of many schedulers, which

results in many consecutive iterations of a parallel loop executing on the same thread.

This interface provides the flexibility needed to parallelize the inner loop of a pull

engine in such a way as to make use of thread-local storage and eliminate synchro-

nization. The scheduler-aware interface considerably improves the performance of

a fully-parallelized pull engine without restricting the behavior of the scheduler it-

self. We observed a peak speedup of 50× with the uk-2007 graph over a baseline

configuration that is parallelized without using scheduler awareness.

In addition to parallelizing the inner loop of the pull engine, we can also vector-

ize its operation. While some work does target SIMT (single-instruction multiple-

thread) vectorization for GPUs [37, 85], we are unaware of any that does so for the
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SIMD (single-instruction multiple-data) model used on CPUs. Widely-available AVX

instructions [41] allow for a maximum speedup of 4× (four 64-bit elements per 256-

bit vector). While graph processing is strongly memory-bound, memory accesses to

edge data are streaming, and even memory-bound applications can benefit from vec-

torization. Figure 3.3 shows the results of a microbenchmark we ran on the system

described in Chapter 3.5, comparing per-socket sustainable streaming read bandwidth

using 64-bit scalar (mov) versus 256-bit vector (vmovdqa) load instructions. Vector-

ized load operations can saturate the memory controller with half as many physical

cores as scalar memory operations. The difference in achievable bandwidth is over

2× with one core, 70% with 8 cores, and with all 14 cores it remains nearly 20%.

Existing work has also shown that memory bandwidth utilization in graph processing

frameworks is limited by the low density of memory operations in the instruction

stream [4], so vectorization can provide additional benefit by issuing multiple load

and store operations simultaneously.

Effective vectorization is hindered by the Compressed-Sparse format (Chap-

ter 2.1.3) frequently used for edge representation [70, 77, 88, 92]. Tight packing of

edges leads to unaligned vector loads and stores, which are slower than properly-

aligned versions of the same [40]. Moreover, when a thread loads a vector of edges

from the edge array, it has to apply additional checks as the four edges may not belong

to the same vertex. These two issues are particularly expensive for low-degree vertices

and have led recent literature to conclude that vectorization with Compressed-Sparse
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is not generally performant [6, 56].

Our second proposal, Vector-Sparse (Chapter 3.3), is a modified form of the

Compressed-Sparse format that enables efficient vectorization of the inner loop using

AVX instructions. Vector-Sparse encodes edges together with outer loop information

into aligned and padded vectors, which ensures all memory accesses are properly-

aligned. Its bit-level representation additionally leverages predicated execution tech-

niques to avoid bounds checks. Inner loop vectorization with Vector-Sparse leads to

a speedup of up to 2.5× compared to a non-vectorized implementation.

Both proposals are embodied in Grazelle (Chapter 3.4), a novel hybrid graph

processing framework. We show that on a server equipped with four Intel Xeon E7-

4850 v3 processors [42] Grazelle respectively outperforms state-of-the-art frameworks

Ligra [77], Polymer [92], GraphMat [82], and X-Stream [74] by up to 15.2×, 4.6×,

4.7×, and 66.8×.

3.2 Parallelizing with Scheduler Awareness

Our goal is to overcome the two challenges that impede inner loop parallelization of a

pull engine: the increased memory write operations and the need for synchronization.

The key idea is to structure the pull engine in a manner that is aware of the way

schedulers divide and assign parallel work.

3.2.1 Problem

Consider a parallel for loop that executes with multiple threads. Iterations are

divided into chunks of potentially varying sizes that are assigned to threads and load-

balanced by a scheduler. The application-supplied loop body can be viewed as a

LoopIteration() function invoked by the threading runtime as shown in Figure 3.4

(black and red arrows). This function accepts the value of the iteration index as

a parameter. In a nested parallel for loop, the iteration index includes a value

for each loop level. With just an iteration index in hand, the loop body function is
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necessarily oblivious to the thread locality of surrounding iterations. It must con-

servatively assume that all iterations of the same loop execute in different threads.

Hence, it must write its data into shared memory locations, using synchronization

to handle potential conflicts. The function cannot exploit the chunking behavior of

many schedulers, in which several consecutive iterations execute on the same thread.

3.2.2 Solution

Figure 3.4 presents the scheduler-aware interface that addresses this problem (black

and blue arrows). The interface allows programmers to define how to execute variably-

sized chunks of iterations. Hence, in addition to the LoopIteration(), the interface

includes the application-supplied functions StartChunk() and FinishChunk() that

help initialize and complete the processing of a chunk. First consider the simple case in

which a chunk contains some number of iterations from the inner loop. When a thread

starts executing the chunk, it uses StartChunk() to initialize a variable in thread-

local storage (TLS) to store vertex property updates for this chunk (Figure 3.5a). For

example, since PageRank uses summation to aggregate, the initial value would be 0.

Next, it uses LoopIteration() repeatedly to aggregate vertex property updates based

on the messages from the edges included in this chunk (Figure 3.5b). Finally, it uses

FinishChunk() to save updated property value into a global merge buffer indexed by

chunk identifier (Figure 3.5c). The merge buffer is preallocated and includes one entry

per chunk of iterations created by the scheduler. When all threads have completed

processing of all available chunks, a single thread scans the merge buffer and updates

the vertex properties in shared memory (Figure 3.5d).

Next, consider the possibility of a chunk containing inner loop iterations from

multiple outer loop iterations. To handle this case, LoopIteration() checks if the

current iteration refers to a different vertex than the last iteration. If so, it stores the

aggregated property update for the previous vertex directly into the shared memory

location for that vertex and then proceeds to aggregate updates for the new vertex.

This store operation to shared memory is safe to execute without synchronization. If

the scheduler chunks the iteration space in the nested loop contiguously, there will be
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Figure 3.4: Traditional and scheduler-aware interfaces between pull engine and multi-
threading runtime. Text surrounding arrows shows function parameters.

at most one chunk that includes the last few inner-loop iterations for each vertex, so

only one thread would execute that store operation. Any other threads targeting the

same vertex would write to the merge buffer. This limitation on how the iteration

space is chunked is reasonable. It prevents the scheduler from randomizing iterations,

which would destroy locality, but does not restrict the number or size of chunks.

3.2.3 Benefits

The scheduler-aware interface greatly improves the efficiency of parallelizing the inner-

loop of the pull engine. Memory writes in LoopIteration() are almost always to

thread-local variables that are captured perfectly by first-level caches and can even be
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TLS.prevDest = vDst;
TLS.prevDestValue = initialValue();

(a) StartChunk()

if (TLS.prevDest != vDst) {
vertices[TLS.prevDest].value = TLS.prevDestValue;
TLS.prevDest = vDst;
TLS.prevDestValue = initialValue(); }

TLS.prevDestValue =
compute(TLS.prevDestValue, vertex[vSrc].value);

(b) LoopIteration()

mergeBuffer[chunkID].lastDest = vDst;
mergeBuffer[chunkID].lastValue = TLS.prevDestValue;

(c) FinishChunk()

for (int i = 0; i < numChunksExecuted; ++i) {
const int vDst = mergeBuffer[i].lastDest;
vertex[vDst] =

compute(vertex[vDst].value, mergeBuffer[i].lastValue); }

(d) Merge operation

Figure 3.5: Pull engine parallelized with Scheduler Awareness.

register-allocated. There is no need for synchronization within LoopIteration() or

FinishChunk() as the merge buffer has a seperate slot for each chunk. The final merge

(Figure 3.5d) executes sequentially in our implementation because it is extremely fast

for the real-world graphs we studied (Chapter 3.5).

The scheduler-aware interface is general enough to be applied to any graph ap-

plication implemented synchronously using a programming model similar to Gather-

Apply-Scatter (GAS) [26] or edgeMap/vertexMap [77]. It can be embedded directly
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into a graph processing framework without substantial impact on the graph appli-

cation writer. Such impact would be limited to providing an implementation of the

initialValue() function.

The performance benefit of scheduler awareness depends on the number of write

operations performed per inner loop iteration with the traditional interface, which in

turn depends on an application’s aggregation operator. For example, PageRank uses

summation and thus would perform one write per inner loop iteration, so scheduler

awareness is maximally beneficial. Conversely, Connected Components uses mini-

mization and so could skip some writes if the proposed value to write is not less than

the value already present for a particular vertex, leading to a reduced benefit. Ap-

plications that already perform only a single write per vertex, such as Breadth-First

Search, would not benefit at all.

3.2.4 Discussion

The merge buffer has one slot per chunk of iterations. Each slot contains two fields:

the last destination vertex in the chunk (lastDest) and the partially-aggregated value

that was computed for the last destination vertex (lastValue). If the threading

runtime statically chunks the iteration space, the merge buffer can be allocated at

the beginning of the program and reused throughout the execution of the graph

application. Note that statically chunking the iteration space does not prohibit the

runtime from dynamically assigning and rebalancing chunks across threads. If the

runtime changes the assignment of iterations to chunks throughout the runtime, it

may need to allocate additional space for merge buffers.

3.2.5 Related Work

Scheduler awareness follows a long line of work that attempts to improve both the data

locality and the parallelization of irregular applications. Focusing on the former, we

find that the very idea of grouping by top-level vertex, which underlies the operation

of both push-based and pull-based engines, stems from Ding and Kennedy’s concept

of dynamic locality groups [23]. Works that followed have proposed techniques to
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model the reference locality behavior of programs, reorganized the data layout to

enhance reuse, and demonstrated loop transformations [17, 33, 34, 72, 80, 98]. Ideas

such as these are manifested in graph processing work as improved techniques for

partitioning graphs for cache and NUMA node locality [54, 74,81,92].

The second related area of work concerns parallelizing irregular applications.

Classic techniques include speculative parallelization [21, 24, 71] and inspector-

executor [1, 62], both intended to extract parallelism while minimizing sharing and

synchronization overheads. Scheduler awareness shares this goal but differs in ap-

proach: it statically transforms parallel loops to avoid sharing altogether rather than

attempting to detect it at run-time. However, it is specifically applicable to the type

of loop exemplified in Figure 3.1b, which features irregular reads but regular writes.

3.3 Vectorizing with Vector-Sparse

Our next goal is to overcome the obstacles that Compressed-Sparse poses to vector-

ization of the inner loop of the pull engine while retaining as much of its compactness

as possible. We propose a new format called Vector-Sparse. Depending whether

top-level vertices are sources or destinations, we say Vector-Sparse-Source (VSS) or

Vector-Sparse-Destination (VSD) respectively. The new format uses a combination of

padding and predicated execution to eliminate unaligned accesses and bounds checks

when edges are fetched with vector instructions. It also uses a bit-wise encoding that

provides fast access to outer-loop information as we traverse the edge array in the

inner loop.

3.3.1 Format

Vector-Sparse modifies edge array encoding in Compressed-Sparse. Figure 3.6 shows

its bit-level encoding for 256-bit vectors divided into four 64-bit elements. While the

layout is tailored to x86-based processors that support AVX, its underlying ideas are

generalizable to other vector architectures and longer vectors (e.g., 512-bit vectors

in AVX-512 [45]). Edge weights, though not shown, are supported by appending a
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Figure 3.6: 256-bit Vector-Sparse edge array element containing up to 4 edges. The
number above each field represents its width in bits. Thick lines represent the bound-
aries between individual edges.

weight vector to each edge vector.

Vector-Sparse uses the bottom 48 bits of each 64-bit vector element to encode

vertices, which functions exactly as does the edge array in Compressed-Sparse. The

upper 16 bits of each element are used for additional information. The valid bit

indicates whether the corresponding element contains a valid edge. It is consumed

by the AVX operations that support per-element predication [41]. Invalid elements

are used as padding so that the number of 64-bit elements per top-level vertex is a

multiple of 4 (the vector length). For example, a top-level vertex with a degree of 7

would occupy two 256-bit vectors with 7 valid edge elements and 1 invalid. Its vertex

index entry points to the first of the two vectors. Each vector also contains a 48-bit

identifier of the top-level vertex, encoded in four fields spread across the four 64-bit

elements. This vertex identifier is used when a thread is processing a chunk of edges

in order to detect transitions between iterations of the outer loop without bounds

checks or accesses to the vertex index.

3.3.2 Vectorization

Figure 3.7 shows the pseudocode for a vectorized pull engine using VSD as the

edge data structure. Frontier checks are omitted for simplicity. Unlike the code

shown in Figure 3.1b, the code shown here uses a single-level loop that iterates

over vectors. extractSources() and extractDest() are macros that extract fields

from the format shown in Figure 3.6. initialValues() is a vectorized version of
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for (int i = 0; i < numEdgeVectors; ++i) {
const v256 edges = edgeVectors[i];
const v256 vSrc = extractSources(edges);
const int vDst = extractDest(edges);
v256 srcVals = initialValues();
srcVals = maskedGather(vertex[vSrc].value, edges);
vertex[vDst].value =

vectorCompute(srcVals, vertex[vDst].value); }

Figure 3.7: Pull engine vectorized with Vector-Sparse.

initialValue() from Figure 3.5b. maskedGather() uses the vgatherqpd instruc-

tion to perform a gather operation, overwriting each element in srcVals predicated on

the valid bits loaded to edges. vectorCompute() is a vectorized version of compute()

from Figure 3.1b. The vertex index is not used in this loop but remains useful to

implement frontier checks. This loop is parallelized across threads per Chapter 3.2.

3.3.3 Related Work

There exists a large body of related work for sparse matrix-vector multiplication

(SpMV) [82] that can be applied to graph processing. Both fields leverage the

Compressed-Sparse format to efficiently represent sparse matrices [6, 52, 56] and

graphs [70,77,88,92].

We are unaware of any prior work that addresses vectorization of graph processing

following the SIMD model of many CPUs. However, recent studies have shown two

ways in which such vectorization can be beneficial. First, Beamer et. al. recently

demonstrated that poor memory operation density in the instruction stream is a

key performance bottleneck for graph processing [4], a situation improved through

vectorization. Second, SpMV is well-understood to be heavily memory-bound [52];

vectorized memory operations take greater advantage of the memory data channel,

producing fewer requests per byte transferred and ultimately improving the achievable

data transfer rate.

A large body of work in the SpMV community focuses on proposing new ways of

representing sparse matrices in memory, with the goal improving compactness and,
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as a result, memory bandwidth utilization [52]. Several formats glean their efficiency

from specific properties of the matrix, such as low variance in the number of non-

zero elements [6, 13, 28, 65], which is often a bad assumption in the context of graph

processing [26]. Others combine non-zero elements from multiple rows into the same

data structure element as an optimization [11, 12, 56]. These types of layouts would

preclude effective utilization of the frontier, which depends on the ability to associate

large sections of the edge data structure uniquely with specific top-level vertices so

that they can be skipped easily.

3.4 Grazelle

Grazelle’s programming model is based on Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS) [26] and

edgeMap/vertexMap [77]. It defines two processing phases, Edge (message exchange)

and Vertex (local update), each terminated by a thread barrier. The Edge phase has

two implementations, Edge-Push and Edge-Pull, based on the engine pattern (push

or pull).

Key data structures include arrays for vertex properties and edge lists represented

using Vector-Sparse. As with previous work [77,92], we use two edge lists, one grouped

by source vertex (VSS) and the other grouped by destination (VSD). Vertex property

arrays are indexed using the vertex’s 48-bit identifier. Grazelle additionally supports

global variables as a convenience to the graph application writer. These variables can

be used for any purpose; values are produced during one phase and can be consumed

upon that phase’s completion. The remainder of this section covers implementation

details not specifically related to scheduler awareness or vectorization.

3.4.1 Frontier Tracking

Grazelle represents the frontier densely as a bit-mask containing one bit per vertex

indexed by vertex identifier. We selected a bit-mask because it is extremely compact

and trivial to search: 1 billion vertices would only require 125 MB, and the tzcnt

instruction [41] enables searching through 64 vertices with just a single instruction.
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Unlike Grazelle, other engines support dynamically switching between sparse and

dense representations for frontiers [77,92]. We quantify the impact of this implemen-

tation issue in Chapter 3.5.3 but otherwise leave it to future work.

3.4.2 Multi-core and NUMA Support

Grazelle pins one software thread to each hardware thread (logical core) available

in the system. Each thread is aware of its own group (set of threads that share

a NUMA node), local thread ID within the group, and global thread ID. For work

assignment and accesses to node-local data structures, threads simply refer to their

local IDs. Accesses to globally-shared data are based on a thread’s global ID, and

thread barriers involve all threads.

The Edge phase is parallelized using a dynamic scheduler that splits the edge

vector array into equally-sized chunks and assigns chunks to threads as they become

available. Through experimentation we found that creating 32n chunks, where n is the

number of threads, achieved near-ideal load balance. Chunk size is dependent on the

input graph, but scheduling overheads are not. We selected a dynamic scheduler over

a static scheduler because the latter would suffer from variability in work per edge,

as the structure of the graph affects vertex locality, which in turn creates differences

in the time taken to execute each edge’s workload. The Vertex phase is statically

scheduled by dividing the vertices into equal-sized chunks, one chunk per thread.

The work is sufficiently regular that load balancing is not a problem.

Grazelle optimizes for NUMA by performing light-weight graph partitioning: we

divide the edge vector array into equally-sized pieces, place each piece in locally-

allocated memory on each NUMA node, and generate a separate vertex index for each

NUMA node’s piece. Since edges are grouped and sorted in ascending order by top-

level vertex, we can easily determine the range of source (Edge-Push) or destination

(Edge-Pull) vertices that each NUMA node will encounter during the Edge phase.

We use the latter to distribute the vertex property arrays over NUMA nodes in a

manner similar to that of Polymer: each array is contiguous in virtual address space,

but address translation allows different parts of the backing physical memory to be
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located on different NUMA nodes [92]. During the Vertex phase, each NUMA node

only updates vertices whose property values are locally allocated on it, subject to

some flexibility to avoid overlaps and ensure proper alignment. We do not evaluate

the effectiveness of our approach and instead refer interested readers to Polymer’s

evaluation of the impact of NUMA on graph partitioning [92].

3.5 Evaluation

We used a 4-socket server with Intel Xeon E7-4850 v3 processors (14 physical/28

logical cores and 35 MB LLC) [42] and 1 TB of DRAM, running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS.

To clearly separate issues, Chapter 3.5.1 and Chapter 3.5.2 respectively evaluate

scheduler awareness and Vector-Sparse mostly using a single socket, while the final

comparison with existing work in Chapter 3.5.3 uses all four sockets to also capture

NUMA issues.

Input datasets are 6 real-world graphs listed in Table 3.1. They are taken from a

variety of application areas and feature a wide variety of sizes and distributions [25,

31, 35]. dimacs-usa and twitter-2010 are commonly used in related work [49, 66,

74, 77, 92]. dimacs-usa is unique in that it is a mesh network, having relatively

small and consistent vertex degrees. The others are scale-free graphs with different

degree distributions. The in-degree distribution of uk-2007 is the most skewed of

all our input graphs; compared to twitter-2010, uk-2007 contains over 10× more

vertices having in-degree of at least 100,000 [8, 9]. Our plots refer to the graphs by

abbreviation.

GraphMat and Polymer, two existing frameworks to which we compare Grazelle,

crash when we attempt to process the uk-2007 graph. GraphMat indexes edges

using 32-bit signed integers, hence it cannot load correctly a graph with over 3 billion

edges. Polymer appears to suffer from an implementation bug. None of Polymer’s

originally-published results use graphs with more than 3 billion edges [92].

Our evaluation focuses on 3 graph applications: PageRank (PR), Connected Com-

ponents (CC), and Breadth-First Search (BFS). These applications represent diverse

behaviors both in terms of memory accesses and frontier utilization. PageRank does
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not use the frontier and uses summation as its aggregation operator, so vertex prop-

erty values are updated every iteration. It therefore can be used to measure peak

processing throughput. Connected Components uses the frontier to activate and de-

activate source vertices, thus exhibiting the most common type of frontier utilization.

Its aggregation operator is minimization, which sometimes allows it to skip memory

write operations if the proposed value to be written is not actually less than the value

already present for a vertex property. Breadth-First Search is a completely frontier-

driven application. In addition to source vertex activation and deactivation, it also

marks vertices as converged immediately upon their visitation. Only a single write

operation is ever needed per vertex: the first identified candidate to be a vertex’s

parent becomes its final value.

We omit other applications because they would not add further information about

the effectiveness of scheduler awareness or Vector-Sparse. For example, Collaborative

Filtering is very similar to PageRank in that it does not use the frontier, but differs

as it uses edge weights and supplies a different mathematical formula for updates

to property values [32]. The use of edge weights adds additional transfers but does

not change the access pattern, and the use of a different kernel simply means an

alternate sequence of arithmetic instructions in the inner loop. Likewise, Single-

Source Shortest-Paths uses edge weights and initializes the frontier to contain just

a single vertex. It otherwise behaves the same way as Connected Components, all

the way down to the use of minimization as its aggregation operator [77]. The only

effect of a difference in frontier fullness is biassing the execution towards either push

or pull.

3.5.1 Effectiveness of Scheduler Awareness

Scheduler awareness eliminates write conflicts and reduces the number of write oper-

ations a pull engine needs to perform. We expect it to be at its most beneficial when

writes and conflicts are common. We therefore begin our analysis with a detailed

look at PageRank, followed by some insights as to its impact on Connected Compo-

nents. Because Breadth-First Search performs one write per vertex and writes do not
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Table 3.1: Graph datasets used in the evaluation.

Abbreviation Name Vertices Edges Description

C cit-Patents [53] 3.7M 16.5M Citation network
D dimacs-usa [22] 23.9M 58.3M Roads & intersections
L livejournal [53] 4.8M 69.0M Social network
T twitter-2010 [8, 9] 41.7M 1.47B Social network
F friendster [53] 65.6M 1.81B Social network
U uk-2007 [8, 9] 105.9M 3.74B Internet topology

conflict, it is unaffected by scheduler awareness.

We evaluate the effectiveness of scheduler awareness by comparing two pull engine

configurations: one parallelized using a scheduler-aware interface (Figure 3.5) and one

parallelized using a traditional interface (Figure 3.1b with the inner for changed to

parallel for and appropriate atomics added). With the traditional interface, the

probability of write conflicts depends on the number of threads used, the degree of

vertices processed, and the scheduler granularity (i.e. the number of edges per chunk).

Conversely, the scheduler-aware interface must perform a merge operation at the end

of the nested loop. The incurred overhead depends on the scheduler granularity (i.e.

the number of chunks created).

Figure 3.8 quantifies the performance impact of scheduler awareness for PageRank

using the 6 input graphs with a fixed scheduler granularity of 1,000 edge vectors per

chunk, which roughly approximates the default maximum chunk size Cilk Plus would

use for any of these graphs [44]. For reference, we also show results for the traditional

approach without synchronization, even though it leads to incorrect output. Scheduler

awareness is clearly beneficial across the board, irrespective of graph dimensions.

The largest benefit is for uk-2007: the write conflicts with the traditional interface

are sufficiently prevalent that scheduler awareness improves performance by 50×.

For such consistently low-degree graphs as dimacs-usa the speedup drops as low as

15%; in these cases, scheduler awareness removes all synchronization but does not

significantly reduce the actual number of writes performed.
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Figure 3.8: Performance impact of scheduler awareness on PageRank with a schedul-
ing granularity of 1,000 edge vectors per chunk.

Figure 3.9 quantifies the sensitivity of PageRank performance to chunk size. Per-

formance with the traditional interface is often strongly dependent on the chunk

size, particularly for scale-free graphs with frequent high-degree vertices. The ideal

chunk size is graph-dependent, and simply switching to a large chunk size is undesir-

able because doing so can lead to load imbalance. Conversely, performance with the

scheduler-aware interface is largely insensitive to chunk size.

Figure 3.10 illustrates how scheduler awareness improves multi-core scalability for

the same graphs as in Figure 3.9 by showing performance as we increase the number of

active physical cores and NUMA nodes. In each test involving multiple NUMA nodes,
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Figure 3.9: Sensitivity of PageRank performance to chunk size. Horizontal axis is
logarithmic. Granularities for uk-2007 are 10× those of other graphs. Baselines are
traditional interface results for the smallest shown granularities. Lower is better.

the number of active physical cores per node is kept equal. The chunk size is selected

based on Figure 3.9, with the goal of picking a granularity that produces similar per-

formance between the two interfaces. All values are normalized to the performance

result of the traditional interface with a single thread. As expected, scheduler aware-

ness is most effective for graphs with greater numbers of vertices having high in-degree.

In fact, without scheduler awareness the performance of PageRank on uk-2007 barely

scales with increasing thread count. Nevertheless, even low-degree graphs can benefit
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Figure 3.10: Multi-core scaling of different scheduler interfaces with PageRank. Rep-
resented as performance relative to that of the traditional interface run with a single
thread. Higher is better.

from scheduler awareness, as reflected in the results for dimacs-usa.

We turn our attention now to Connected Components, which has lower write

intensity than PageRank. To isolate the impact of the reduced write intensity, we

present results for two versions: one implemented as described and a modified ver-

sion with higher write intensity. The latter unconditionally writes values to vertex

properties, even if the value to be written is equal to the value already present. Fig-

ure 3.11 presents end-to-end performance results using Grazelle’s default scheduling
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Figure 3.11: Performance impact of scheduler awareness on Connected Components
with Grazelle’s default scheduler granularity. Shown as execution time relative to the
traditional interface. Lower is better.

granularity (Chapter 3.4) on a single socket with all 28 logical cores active.

Despite its reduced write intensity, Connected Components clearly benefits from

scheduler awareness. cit-Patents, for instance, exhibits a speedup of 40%. Scheduler

awareness is unsurprisingly more effective with the modified version, resulting in a

speedup of up to 2.4×. In the worst case, there is a 3% slowdown for uk-2007 in

Figure 3.11b. This occurs because Grazelle’s default scheduling granularity is coarse

for this graph (approximately 1 million vectors per chunk), meaning that the number

of write conflicts is quite small with the traditional interface.

3.5.2 Effectiveness of Vector-Sparse

Vector-Sparse adds padding to the very compact Compressed-Sparse layout in order

to better support vectorization. In other words, it trades off some compactness for

performance. Both the compactness loss and the performance gain depend on the

average packing efficiency of the edge vectors. Packing efficiency is the percentage of

valid bits set per vector. For a 4-element vector, it ranges from 25% (only one edge is

valid) to 100% (all four edges are valid). Figure 3.12a shows the average edge vector
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Figure 3.12: Packing efficiency for Vector-Sparse vectors of various lengths.

packing efficiency across all 6 of our real-world datasets. Figure 3.12b shows the same

for a total of 30 synthetic graphs generated with the R-MAT generator [14] included

in X-Stream [74]. We show results with 4-, 8-, and 16-element vectors (256-, 512-, and

1024-bit vectors) to evaluate the effectiveness of Vector-Sparse with current and future

processors. Many real-world graphs, including both twitter-2010 and uk-2007, have

an average degree of at least 25, which leads to an average packing efficiency of well

over 90% for 4-element vectors and close to that even for 8-element vectors. With

4-element vectors, packing efficiency is at least 75% in nearly all cases, suggesting

potentially large benefits from vectorization. Unsurprisingly, packing efficiency drops

with wider vectors. Nevertheless, packing efficiency approaches 100% irrespective of

vector length as the average degree becomes high enough.

We evaluate performance gains from vectorization with 4-element AVX vectors by

comparing vectorized implementations of each phase with non-vectorized implemen-

tations of the same. Our non-vectorized implementation of the Vertex phase targets

only a single vertex per iteration. In the Edge phase, we disable vectorization by

replacing vectorized code, such as the vgatherqpd instruction, with versions that

process a single edge at a time.
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Figure 3.13: Performance impact of vectorization relative to each corresponding non-
vectorized implementation.

We show results separated by Grazelle phase when running PageRank (Fig-

ure 3.13a) and as end-to-end speedups across the three applications (Figure 3.13b).

Edge-Pull is clearly the most responsive to vectorization, showing speedups of ap-

proximately 2× irrespective of input. Edge-Push and Vertex are largely unresponsive

to vectorization, the former due to the lack of AVX atomic-update-scatter instruc-

tions and the latter because of memory bandwidth saturation. PageRank benefits

the most from vectorization because Grazelle exclusively selects Edge-Pull for its ex-

ecution. Benefits for other applications depends on the extent to which they use

Edge-Pull, which in turn depends on the frontier size.

At a hardware level, we can visualize the effectiveness of vectorization with Vector-

Sparse by capturing performance counter data following Intel’s top-down method-

ology [90]. Results are shown in Figure 3.14 for the vectorized pull engine, non-

vectorized pull engine, and push engine all running PageRank. Benefits of vectorizing

the pull engine are readily apparent: vectorization leads to a noticeable reduction in

the proportion of time spent waiting on the processor’s back-end (shown as “Back-End

Bound (Core)”), in many cases replacing that time with useful instruction execution

(shown as “Retiring”). This is indicative of the vectorized implementation’s ability
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to increase the density of memory operations in the instruction stream by issuing

multiple such operations simultaneously, which helps to overcome key performance

bottlenecks described in Chapter 3.1. Both implementations of the pull engine spend

substantially less time waiting on memory operations (shown as “Back-End Bound

(Memory)”) than the push engine, which is unsurprising because the pull engine is

read-dominant and does not need accesses to be synchronized.

3.5.3 Comparison with Existing Work

We compare Grazelle to Ligra version 1.5, a July 2015 snapshot of Polymer, GraphMat

version 1.0, and in-memory X-Stream version 1.0. Ligra’s pull engine is the state-

of-the-art for a CPU-based implementation, Polymer is a NUMA-aware derivative

of Ligra, GraphMat has previously been cited as being the best-performing frame-

work [32, 82]. X-Stream is unique in that it is an edge-centric framework: it creates

cache-sized streaming partitions from an unordered list of edges and performs in-

memory shuffle operations to exchange messages between them [74].

Per-application results are shown in Figures 3.15, 3.16, and 3.17. Lower execution

time is better. PageRank results are shown individually for the push-based and pull-

based engines of Grazelle and Ligra; Polymer’s implementation exclusively uses a

push-based engine, and GraphMat does not contain a pull-based engine. Connected

Components and Breadth-First Search results are shown for both Ligra and Ligra-

Dense, a modified version of Ligra that maintains engine switching functionality but

uses only a dense frontier representation. One of Ligra’s key optimizations is the

use of both sparse and dense frontier representations, a feature not implemented in

Grazelle, so we include Ligra-Dense results to facilitate a fairer comparison.

PageRank results clearly favor Grazelle’s pull-based engine, which outperforms

Ligra’s pull-based engine, Polymer, GraphMat, and X-Stream by up to 15.2×, 4.6×,

4.7×, and 66.8×1 respectively, with all four sockets active. Grazelle is the only

framework that uses a pull engine with a parallelized and vectorized inner loop, so the

results reflect the significant processing throughput gains by using scheduler awareness

1X-Stream requires that the number of threads be a power of two. It can therefore only scale to
16 out of the available 28 logical cores per socket.
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Figure 3.14: Top-down performance counter analysis of Grazelle’s processing engines.
Captured by running the PageRank application on all six input graphs.
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and Vector-Sparse. Grazelle’s push-based engine generally outperforms GraphMat,

the biggest difference being 3.6× with all four sockets active. X-Stream’s performance

is uncompetitive due to the overheads of its in-memory shuffle operations.

Connected Components results show Grazelle respectively outperforming Ligra,

Ligra-Dense, Polymer, GraphMat, and X-Stream by up to 14.6×, 13.3×, 4.1×, 12.2×,

and 223.2× with all four sockets active. These results showcase the higher process-

ing throughput of Grazelle’s pull engine even when frontiers shift some iterations to

the push engine. GraphMat is built on an engine intended for sparse matrix-vector

multiplication and therefore does not handle the frontier as efficiently as the other

frameworks. X-Stream is hampered both by its relatively low processing through-

put (Figure 3.15) and its inferior frontier-handling efficiency: an update targeting a

vertex in a particular streaming partition requires loading and processing the entire

partition, not just the individual vertex being updated [74].

Breadth-First Search results mostly favor Ligra due to its sparse frontier opti-

mization, which is particularly helpful because the frontier is often nearly empty.

Grazelle’s performance is generally similar to that of Ligra-Dense. This indicates

that our proposed optimizations do not display any sort of fundamental incompati-

bility with applications that extensively use frontier optimizations, even though they

do not specifically benefit such applications. Execution times produced by Polymer,

GraphMat, and X-Stream are uncompetitive with Ligra or Grazelle. Polymer’s imple-

mentation uses exclusively its pull-based engine, and both GraphMat and X-Stream

suffer from the same issues as with Connected Components.

3.6 Conclusion

We presented two optimization strategies that improve the performance of pull-based

graph processing engines. The scheduler-aware interface for parallel loops allows us

to eliminate most write traffic and synchronization operations when parallelizing the

inner loop, leading to speedups of up to 50×. The Vector-Sparse format enables inner

loop vectorization, which improves performance by up to 2.5×. We implemented both
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Figure 3.15: PageRank per-iteration execution time comparison. Lower is better. All
plots use a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 3.16: Connected Components execution time comparison. Lower is better. All
plots use a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 3.17: Breadth-First Search execution time comparison. Lower is better. All
plots use a logarithmic scale.
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in Grazelle, a hybrid graph processing framework that respectively outperforms state-

of-the-art graph processing frameworks Ligra, Polymer, GraphMat, and X-Stream by

up to 15.2×, 4.6×, 4.7×, and 66.8×, even in the presence of frontier optimizations.



Chapter 4

Wedge: A New Frontier for

Pull-Based Graph Processing

The trade-off between pull-based and push-based graph processing engines is well-

understood. On one hand, pull-based engines can achieve higher throughput because

their workloads are read-dominant, rather than write-dominant, and can proceed

without synchronization between threads. On the other hand, push-based engines

are much better able to take advantage of the frontier optimization. Hybrid engines

attempt to overcome this trade-off by dynamically switching between push and pull,

but there are two key disadvantages with this approach. First, they require applica-

tions to be implemented twice (once for push and once for pull), and second, they

suffer reduced processing throughput for those iterations that run with push.

In this chapter we propose a radically different solution to this trade-off: rebuild

the frontier optimization entirely such that it is well-suited for a pull-based engine.

In doing so, we remove the only advantage that a push-based engine had over a

pull-based engine, making it possible to eliminate the push-based engine entirely.

We introduce Wedge, a pull-only graph processing framework that transforms the

traditional source-oriented vertex-based frontier into a pull-friendly format called the

Wedge Frontier. The transformation itself is expensive even when parallelized, so

we introduce two key optimizations to make it practical. First, we perform the

transformation only when the resulting Wedge Frontier is sufficiently sparse. Second,

68
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we coarsen the granularity of the representation of elements in the Wedge Frontier.

These optimizations respectively improve Wedge’s performance by up to 5× and 2×,

enabling it to outperform Grazelle, Ligra, and GraphMat respectively by up to 2.8×,

4.9×, and 185.5×.

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2.4.4 we demonstrated that pull-based graph processing engines can

achieve a processing throughput of up to 15× greater than a push-based graph pro-

cessing engine, which directly translates to performance differences in applications

that do not use the frontier optimization. However, because the frontier optimization

as implemented in existing work is fundamentally oriented towards tracking source

vertices, it is in alignment with the push pattern and out of alignment with the pull

pattern. As a result, applications that exploit the frontier optimization can be exe-

cuted up to 82× faster with the push pattern than with the pull pattern, even after

accounting for the throughput difference between the two.

Existing graph processing frameworks manage the trade-off between push and

pull patterns using hybrid engines that implement both patterns and dynamically

select push or pull on a per-iteration basis and using frontier density as the selec-

tion criterion, per the block diagram shown in Figure 2.11, but this approach comes

with two key drawbacks. First, programmers must write and optimize their graph

applications twice, once for the pull pattern and once for the push pattern. Sec-

ond, iterations that execute using the push-based engine incur reduced processing

throughput. In Figure 2.13b we showed Grazelle’s time division between push and

pull for the three frontier-based applications we tested, namely Breadth-First Search

(BFS), Connected Components (CC), and Single-Source Shortest Paths (SSSP). The

time spent on sparse iterations that use the lower-throughput push engine ranges

from 10% to 100%. Were these iterations able to use the high-throughput pull engine

without sacrificing frontier handling efficiency, the overall performance benefits could

be significant, and the application would only need to be implemented a single time.

Rather than continuing to juggle push and pull, we propose eliminating the
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push pattern entirely. This chapter’s key contribution is Wedge, a high-throughput

pull-only graph processing framework that implements the frontier optimization effi-

ciently, despite conventional wisdom stating that this is fundamentally impossible [7].

Wedge’s pull engine continues to produce the traditional source-oriented frontier, but

we add a transformation step that converts it to a more pull-friendly format called

the Wedge Frontier. The Wedge Frontier is destination-oriented but, rather than

tracking active vertices, it tracks individual active edges. As we demonstrate in

Chapter 4.2.1, simply flipping a vertex-based frontier to track destination vertices in-

stead of source vertices is insufficient because doing so would introduce a potentially

unbounded amount of wasted work, thus diminishing the effectiveness of the frontier

optimization.

Wedge’s transformation step is application-independent, but its overhead can be

significant. This remains true even when it is parallelized across multiple cores and

processor sockets. Hence, we propose two key optimizations to make it practical.

First, we borrow the key concept of hybrid engines and only transform the traditional

frontier into the Wedge Frontier when it is sufficiently empty, thus requiring little

work to transform. Otherwise we simply execute the pull engine on the entire graph

without a frontier. In both cases, Wedge uses the pull engine for processing, improving

processing throughput and eliminating the need to implement the application multiple

times. Second, we tweak the granularity of the Wedge Frontier so that one element

within it can correspond to multiple edges. This represents a trade-off between pull

engine and transformation step performance: a coarser granularity adds potentially

unnecessary work to the pull engine but reduces the transformation step overheads

since less elements need to be added to the Wedge Frontier. The opposite is true of

a finer granularity.

Our implementation of Wedge is built on top of Grazelle, the hybrid graph pro-

cessing framework presented in Chapter 3, resulting in a new pull-only version that

capitalizes on the significant throughput advances Grazelle delivered to the pull pat-

tern. Wedge’s two key optimization strategies respectively improve its performance

by up to 5× and 2×, enabling it to outperform existing graph processing frameworks

Grazelle, Ligra, and GraphMat respectively by up to 2.8×, 4.9×, and 185.5×.
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4.2 Wedge

Wedge is a pull-only graph processing engine that distinguishes itself from all prior

work by including an efficient pull-oriented version of the frontier optimization. This

allows Wedge to overcome the trade-off between the push and pull patterns and to

eliminate the need for a push engine altogether. Wedge’s frontier optimization design

is application- and framework-independent. When integrated into a specific graph

processing framework there is no impact on its programming model, and no changes

are required to graph applications other than to remove the now-unnecessary push-

based version.

We built the new pull-oriented frontier optimization based on the three key design

requirements described in Chapter 4.2.1. We summarize the high-level operation of

Wedge in Chapter 4.2.2 and present in more detail its two key components, the

transformation step and the new frontier representation, in Chapter 4.2.3. Finally,

in Chapter 4.2.4 we describe the two techniques we use to make Wedge’s frontier

optimization design practical.

4.2.1 Design Requirements

Chapter 2.4.4 explained why a pull-based graph engine cannot exploit a traditional

source-oriented vertex-based frontier. The key issue is the misalignment between

the frontier’s source orientation and the pull engine’s destination orientation, which

forces a pull engine to scan unconditionally through the entire graph. Given that the

conventional frontier optimization does not work for pull engines, our first goal is to

establish the requirements for a version of the frontier optimization that does.

Requirement 1:

Insertion into the frontier must be vertex-based and source-oriented.

We begin by observing that the difficulty a pull engine faces does not lie in inserting

vertices into the frontier. Both push-based and pull-based engines ultimately compute

updated values for vertices, and both are equally capable of knowing which vertices

they are updating at the time they produce these updates. Since the traditional
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Figure 4.1: Vertex-based frontier following both source and destination orientations.
The highlighted set of 4 active edges is the same in both, but the destination orien-
tation adds 3 superfluous edges.

source-oriented vertex-based method of insertion is not an issue, and since any other

method of insertion would incur additional processing overhead in the pull engine,

our first requirement is that this style of insertion be preserved.

Requirement 2:

Traversal of the frontier must be destination-oriented.

Our ultimate goal is to arrive at a frontier that can be traversed using a destination

orientation. Figure 4.1 illustrates precisely what this means on an example graph.

Suppose an application adds vertices 2 and 4 to the frontier, marking them active

as source vertices. The active subset of the graph consists of the four highlighted

edges in Figure 4.1a, all of which are out-edges of vertices 2 and 4. The equivalent

destination-oriented frontier, shown in Figure 4.1b, contains the destination vertices

of each edge in the active subset of the graph, namely vertices 4, 6, 8, and 9; the

out-edges highlighted in Figure 4.1a are highlighted as in-edges in Figure 4.1b. If we

construct a destination-oriented frontier containing these four vertices, a pull engine

would be properly aligned with it, could iterate efficiently over its member vertices,
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and in so doing would propagate messages along all of the edges in the active subset

of the graph.

Requirement 3:

Filtering out inactive edges within each vertex must be supported.

While switching from a source vertex orientation to a destination vertex orientation

solves the problem of misalignment between pull engine and frontier, doing this alone

is insufficient. Highlighted in Figure 4.1b are seven edges in total, four of which—

the blue edges—comprise the active subset, and three of which—the red edges—are

extra edges that the pull engine would process unnecessarily. These useless edges

are present because activating a vertex as a destination means processing all of its

in-edges, while only some of them are part of the active subset. In Figure 4.1b only

three additional edges are highlighted, representing an overhead of 75%. However,

if vertex 6 hypothetically had an in-degree of 1 million, the overhead would quickly

dominate.

4.2.2 Wedge Overview

Figure 4.2 shows a top-level block diagram of Wedge, our proposed pull-only graph

processing framework. Compared to a hybrid framework (Figure 2.11), the push

engine has been replaced with a frontier transformation step that consumes the

traditional source-oriented vertex-based frontier and produces the Wedge Frontier

(Chapter 4.2.3), which contains the same information as the traditional frontier but

is formatted such that a pull-based engine can traverse it efficiently. The pull engine

continues to produce the traditional source-oriented vertex-based frontier as output,

just as it did in the hybrid framework, meaning that this system design follows Re-

quirement 1. The transformation step itself is application-independent, as it is simply

converting from one representation format to another. All of the application-specific

logic remains encapsulated within the pull engine, meaning that Wedge introduces

no impact on programmability, and using it requires no code changes to applications

other than to remove the now-obsolete push-based version.
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Figure 4.2: Wedge pull-only graph processing framework top level block diagram.

4.2.3 Wedge Frontier

The primary difference between the Wedge Frontier and the traditional frontier is that

the Wedge Frontier is edge-based rather than vertex-based. The traditional frontier

identifies the active subset of the graph by explicitly identifying which vertices are

members of the frontier such that the active subset implicitly consists of all of the in-

edges or out-edges of those member vertices. Conversely, the Wedge Frontier directly

identifies the edges that comprise the active subset. More concretely, whereas values

in the traditional frontier are vertex identifiers, values in the Wedge Frontier identify

edges by their positions within the edge topology data structure. The exact meaning

of each value stored in the Wedge Frontier is therefore dependent on the data structure

selected for representing edge topology. As many frameworks use Compressed-Sparse,

Figure 4.3 shows the content of the Wedge Frontier for the example in Figure 4.1

assuming the use of CSC to represent in-edges. Each element in the Wedge Frontier

identifies position in both the vertex index and edge array. A Vector-Sparse version

would only need to store the latter.

By switching from a vertex basis to an edge basis and aligning the Wedge Frontier

with the layout of the destination-oriented edge data structure we are able to follow

both Requirements 2 and 3. Aligning itself with the destination-oriented edge data

structure means that the Wedge Frontier is traversable using a destination orientation.

Furthermore, the Wedge Frontier operates at the granularity of edges rather than

vertices, meaning that it enables filtering out individual edges within each destination
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Figure 4.3: Wedge Frontier for the example in Figure 4.1. Shown using Compressed-
Sparse-Column. Blue-highlighted vertices are the same as in Figure 4.1b. The active
subset consists of the purple-highlighted edges, represented in the Wedge Frontier by
position in both the vertex index and the edge array.

vertex. A pull-based graph processing engine is able to scan through the Wedge

Frontier and limit message propagation to only those edges in the active subset of the

graph, as these would be the only edges present in the Wedge Frontier.

Creation of the Wedge Frontier occurs by means of the transformation step shown

in Figure 4.2, which consumes the traditional vertex-based source-oriented frontier

as input. The process is conceptually very simple: for each source vertex present

in the traditional frontier produced by the pull engine, insert values into the Wedge

Frontier that capture that vertex’s out-edges. In a hybrid framework we know each

vertex’s out-edges because they are encoded in an out-edge data structure like CSR.

The frontier transformation step consumes a similar kind of data structure, called an

edge index, except instead of encoding out-neighbors by vertex identifier it encodes

out-edges by position within the in-edge data structure. In other words, it maps each

vertex to the Wedge Frontier values that capture its out-edges. Therefore, we simply

need to traverse this data structure and insert the values encoded within it into the

Wedge Frontier. Figure 4.4 shows the edge index data structure produced for the

example graph of Figure 4.1 using an encoding similar to CSR. Each element of the

edge index array identifies an out-edge not by vertex identifier directly but rather

by position in the in-edge data structure shown in Figure 4.3. The top number of

each element is the vertex index position for that edge, and the bottom number is
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Figure 4.4: Edge index data structure that would be traversed to transform the
traditional frontier of Figure 4.1a into the Wedge Frontier of Figure 4.3. Shown using
an encoding akin to Compressed-Sparse-Row. Green-highlighted vertices correspond
to the vertices that were activated in the traditional frontier. Yellow-highlighted
elements of the edge index array are inserted into the Wedge Frontier.

its edge array position. Green-highlighted vertices are the same as those activated

in Figure 4.1a, and the yellow-highlighted edge index array elements are the same as

the values in the Wedge Frontier in Figure 4.3. The format of each element in the

edge index array depends on the data structure used to encode in-edges, CSC in the

case of this example. A Vector-Sparse version would lead to an edge index array that

stores only edge vector array position, not vertex index position.

Instantiating the edge index does not consume any additional memory over what

a hybrid graph processing framework already consumes. Because the source-oriented

edge data structure used in a hybrid graph processing framework is not necessary in a

pull-only framework, we can simply repurpose that space for the edge index. In fact,

doing so may actually decrease memory consumption because the source-oriented

edge data structure might need to store edge weights, whereas the edge index does

not.

Generating the Wedge Frontier represents a per-edge processing overhead: a se-

quential read to the edge index followed by a frontier insertion operation. An iteration

of an application executed using the pull engine along with the Wedge Frontier will

outperform that same iteration executed using a push engine as long as the cost

of a sequential access plus a frontier insertion operation is low enough so as not to

overcome the throughput difference between push and pull. A push engine performs
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a random-access atomic update operation to a large data structure (the vertex val-

ues) for each edge encountered, whereas the frontier transformation writes only to

the frontier, which is much smaller and is therefore much more likely to result in

cache hits when updated. For more complicated applications that update multiple

vertex values, a push engine would be burdened with heavier synchronization opera-

tions, such as per-vertex locks, whereas the frontier transformation overhead is fixed

irrespective of application complexity.

4.2.4 Low Overhead Frontier Transformation

Executing the frontier transformation step can be quite expensive, particularly when

the resulting Wedge Frontier is almost full, so blindly executing it every iteration

would result in significantly slower performance than can be achieved using a hy-

brid framework. The transformation executes in O(|V | + |E|) time and is multi-

threaded. To make Wedge’s frontier optimization design practical, we introduce two

key optimizations, which we describe in this subsection. Each optimization exposes

a tuning parameter, and their respective impacts on performance are evaluated in

Chapter 4.4.2.

Frontier Fullness Threshold

To reduce the time spent in the frontier transformation step, we borrow the key con-

cept of a hybrid framework and execute it selectively. This is reflected in the frontier

fullness decision shown in Figure 4.2. If the pull engine produces as output a frontier

that is sufficiently full, the following iteration is executed on the entire graph without

a frontier, otherwise the transformation step produces the Wedge Frontier and the

pull engine consumes it as input. Whether a frontier is “sufficiently full” is determined

by comparing the number of edges it contains to the frontier fullness threshold tun-

ing parameter. Had we integrated the frontier transformation directly into the pull

engine, we would have lost the ability to execute it selectively because metrics like

frontier fullness cannot be evaluated until a processing iteration is fully completed.

For the applications and graphs we tested (Chapter 4.4), the ideal threshold value
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the frontier precision tuning parameter with 2 edges per
group applied to the example in Figure 4.3. Instead of holding edge indices, the
Wedge Frontier holds edge group numbers. Red-highlighted edges are superfluous.

ranged from 1% and 48%, which resulted in up to 30% of iterations running without

the Wedge Frontier.

Frontier Precision

Graphs often contain many more edges than vertices [50,53], so switching the frontier

from a vertex basis to an edge basis can incur two overheads. First, an edge-based

frontier will need to hold more values than a vertex-based frontier (one value per edge

instead of one value per vertex), so the frontier data structure itself will consume more

memory space. Second, inserting vertices into an edge-based frontier takes longer than

doing so into a vertex-based frontier because there are more values to insert.

To counteract the effects of these overheads, we introduce the frontier precision

tuning parameter, which can be adjusted to allow multiple edges to be represented

using a single value in the Wedge Frontier. The highest possible precision, whereby

each edge is uniquely represented in the Wedge Frontier per Figure 4.3, comes with

the highest time and space overheads. Lowering the frontier precision means grouping

contiguous edges together; doing so can reduce the time and space overheads associ-

ated with the Wedge Frontier but at the expense of inserting a small number of extra

edges into the Wedge Frontier that themselves are not part of the active subset. For

example, if we set the group size to 2 edges per group as depicted in Figure 4.5, we

see that the Wedge Frontier continues to represent the active subset of the graph but

also includes some additional edges that the pull engine will process unnecessarily.
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Edge group numbers identify edge groups by starting position in the edge topology

data structure. The maximum number of unnecessary edges is bounded by the group

size and cannot grow arbitrarily large, thus avoiding the 1-million in-degree problem

we identified in §4.2.1. We can arbitrarily reduce the frontier precision without in-

troducing correctness issues because existing pull-based application implementations

typically already support execution without any frontier.

4.3 Implementation

Wedge is designed to be agnostic to specific implementation characteristics. For the

purposes of evaluation, it is prototyped in software and integrated into Grazelle, the

state-of-the-art hybrid graph processing framework presented in Chapter 3, resulting

in a new pull-only version. The purpose of this section is to describe the details of our

software implementation of Wedge and its integration into Grazelle. In particular,

we address data structure selection, frontier transformation implementation, paral-

lelization across multiple cores, and scaling to multiple processor sockets. Grazelle

uses Vector-Sparse to represent edge topology, so Wedge operates at the granularity

of an edge vector such that the size of an edge group is measured in terms of the

number of edge vectors, rather than individual edges, it contains. Therefore, even

at its highest precision, the Wedge Frontier does not uniquely identify each edge.

Wedge’s frontier transformation step is implemented in approximately 140 lines of C

code, and modifications to Grazelle’s pull engine total less than 50 lines of C code.

4.3.1 Data Structures

The Wedge Frontier is implemented densely as a bit-mask, with one bit per edge

group. A sparse implementation is possible, following one of the main contributions in

Ligra [77], but we leave this as an engineering task for future work. Grazelle also uses

a dense bit-mask to represent its traditional frontiers, so mimicking this behavior in

our implementation of Wedge facilitates a fairer comparison. Furthermore, a bit-mask

comes with benefits such as fast insertion and automatic elimination of duplicates.
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Using a single-level bit-mask is possible because Vector-Sparse does not depend on

the vertex index to identify both ends of each edge (Chapter 3.3.1). A Compressed-

Sparse version would require one bit-mask for the vertex index and a second for the

edge array. Nevertheless, we experimented with a hierarchical bit-mask but observed

no noticeable performance impact.

The edge index follows the Compressed-Sparse-Row format. However, instead of

destination vertex identifiers, the values in the second-level edge array identify bit

positions in the Wedge Frontier that need to be set for each source vertex identified

in the first-level vertex index. For each bit that is set in the traditional frontier, the

frontier transformation step simply looks up that vertex in the first-level array of the

edge index, iterates over its values in the second-level array of the edge index, and

sets the corresponding bits in the Wedge Frontier.

4.3.2 Parallelization

Pull engine parallelization across multiple cores is unchanged from the manner in

which Grazelle implements it. We therefore refer interested readers to Chapter 3.4

for the details. Parallelization of the Wedge transformation is implemented by slicing

the traditional frontier into equally-sized pieces and dynamically scheduling each piece

as threads become available to process them. Pieces are sized statically; we consider

neither the number of bits set to 1 within each piece nor the out-degrees of the vertices

represented by each bit. This decision leads to a simple implementation that does not

introduce dependencies on other data structures, but it has load balance implications,

which we evaluate in Chapter 4.4.3. We note, however, that load balance issues can

be resolved using any known load balancing technique, such as work-stealing [38],

and leave this engineering task for future work. In principle there is no need for

synchronization between threads because all bit-setting operations are idempotent.

In practice, however, every such operation needs to be atomic because the addressable

data unit is 1 byte, which gives rise to false sharing of bits within the same byte.

Scaling to multiple processor sockets occurs through graph partitioning, which

is left to the graph processing framework. Wedge assumes each socket has its own
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destination-oriented edge list, representing a partition of the graph, and locally gener-

ates a corresponding edge index for each one. The traditional source-oriented vertex-

based frontier is globally shared across sockets. However, the Wedge Frontier is local,

and one such data structure exists on each socket to correspond to the edge list parti-

tion for that same socket. The frontier transformation runs locally and in parallel on

each socket, consuming the global traditional frontier and producing the local Wedge

Frontier. The decision to run or skip frontier transformation is global, although in

future work each socket could make this decision independently.

We use all available cores to perform the frontier transformation because, barring

load balance issues, we found that increasing the number of cores continually increased

performance (Chapter 4.4.3) and that even using all cores does not saturate the

memory system. In-memory compression, a topic studied in existing work [79], can

be applied to the edge index to reduce further the amount of memory bandwidth

required and increase the potential performance to be gained by adding additional

cores. Furthermore, because it is application-independent and not limited by the

memory system, the transformation step could conceivably be implemented as an

accelerator. If such an accelerator were built to share the processor’s memory system,

it would need to run the transformation step only when the pull engine is not running

because the pull engine can saturate the memory system, and any memory bandwidth

interference would reduce its performance. Otherwise it can run in parallel with

Grazelle as long as its operation could be terminated immediately and prematurely

upon determination that production of the Wedge Frontier is unwarranted.

4.4 Evaluation

We evaluate Wedge using a four-socket server equipped with four Intel Xeon E7-

8890 v3 (18 physical/36 logical cores and 45 MB LLC) [43] processors and a total of

1 TB DRAM running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. Our experiments use the six input datasets

listed in Table 3.1. All six are real-world datasets that span a wide variety of ap-

plication areas and feature highly variable distributions of vertex degrees [25,31,35].

dimacs-usa and twitter-2010 are often featured in the evaluations of other graph
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processing frameworks [49, 66, 74, 77, 92]. dimacs-usa is unique in that it is a mesh

network, having a relatively small and even distribution of edges to vertices. The oth-

ers are scale-free graphs following a power-law degree distribution [26] of varying skew

level. The most extreme skew is found in uk-2007, which contains over 10× more

vertices having in-degree over 100,000 than twitter-2010, the second-most skewed

graph [8, 9, 30]. Our plots sometimes refer to datasets by their shown abbreviations.

We focus our evaluation on three graph processing applications, all of which dif-

fer in their interaction with the frontier optimization: Breadth-First Search (BFS),

Connected Components (CC), and Single-Source Shortest Paths (SSSP). In BFS, the

frontier is initialized to contain just a single vertex (the root vertex of the traversal),

and each vertex is inserted into the frontier for at most one iteration throughout the

entire application. The frontier begins extremely empty, grows in size, and finally

empties fully, at which point the application converges. Furthermore, because each

vertex is only inserted into the frontier at most once, the frontier changes completely

from one iteration to the next and generally remains very sparse. CC is very much

the opposite: the frontier is initialized to contain every vertex in the graph and grad-

ually empties as the algorithm progresses. Vertices are often inserted into the frontier

for multiple iterations. SSSP falls somewhere in the middle in that the frontier is

initialized to contain a single vertex (the root vertex of the search), but the appli-

cation behaves like CC in that there is no limit to the number of times a vertex

may be inserted into the frontier. SSSP is also the only of these applications that

uses edge weights. Edge weights do not affect frontier behavior but can affect the

balance of performance between push and pull by biasing the memory access pattern

towards sequential. This is because edges are accessed sequentially in the edge list,

and edge weights increase the amount of data that must be loaded per edge. Our

implementations of CC and SSSP are respectively based on HCC and Bellman-Ford

(Chapter 2.2). With the exception of dimacs-usa, the graphs listed in Table 3.1 are

unweighted, so for SSSP we generate weights using a multiplicative hash algorithm.
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We limit our evaluation scope to just these three applications because includ-

ing other applications would not contribute any additional insights. For exam-

ple, PageRank and Collaborative Filtering are commonly evaluated in the litera-

ture [27, 74, 77, 82, 88, 92], but they do not exploit the frontier optimization and are

therefore irrelevant to our analysis. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 2.2.5, other

important applications are built on top of the fundamental applications we evaluate,

meaning that anything learned from the studies we conduct carries over to those

applications as well.

Chapters 4.4.1, 4.4.2, and 4.4.3 respectively provide in-depth analyses of per-

formance characteristics, sensitivity to various tuning parameters, and scalability.

Experiments in Chapters 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 are executed using only a single socket,

whereas experiments in Chapter 4.4.3 use multiple sockets. Finally, in Chapter 4.4.4,

we present the overall performance of Wedge as compared to that of other state-of-the-

art graph processing frameworks Grazelle (Chapter 3), Ligra [77], and GraphMat [82].

Both Ligra and Grazelle are hybrid graph processing frameworks that use the tra-

ditional source-oriented vertex-based frontier implementation. Where they differ is

that Ligra supports dynamically switching between sparse and dense representations

of the frontier data structure, whereas Grazelle only supports a dense frontier rep-

resentation but features much higher-throughput push-based and pull-based engines.

As a result, Ligra performs especially well for applications in which the active sub-

set of the graph is consistently very small, such as BFS, outperforming Grazelle in

some cases. GraphMat is a push-only high-throughput graph processing framework

built on a sparse matrix-vector multiplication back-end. Prior to the introduction of

Grazelle, GraphMat was considered the best-performing framework.

In all experiments except sensitivity tests (Chapter 4.4.2) we configure Wedge with

experimentally-determined tuning parameters. For CC and SSSP we use a frontier

precision of 1 bit per 4 edge vectors and a frontier fullness threshold of 20%. For BFS

we use a frontier precision of 1 bit per 8 edge vectors and a frontier fullness threshold

of 1%. We use a much higher frontier fullness threshold for uk-2007 because it is

both extremely skewed (frontier size can grow very large) and has a high diameter

(frontier size changes relatively slowly): 48% for CC and SSSP, and 12% for BFS.
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4.4.1 Wedge Performance

Figure 4.6 provides an in-depth comparison of the execution time of Wedge and

Grazelle. Because Wedge is built on top of Grazelle, this comparison highlights the

performance impact of switching from push to pull and the overheads of Wedge’s

frontier transformation step. Also shown is the division of time between the two key

parts of the execution in each case: push and pull for Grazelle and pull and frontier

transform for Wedge. Results are normalized to Grazelle’s total runtime, shown as

1.0 in each plot.

The throughput improvements obtained by switching from push to pull are ob-

servable by comparing the height of the “Wedge (Pull)” bars to 1.0. This is generally

bound by the fraction of time Grazelle spends executing the push-based engine, which

in turn is determined by the size of the active subset of the graph throughout the

application. Since BFS consistently maintains a relatively small active subset, the

biggest difference is observed for BFS, followed by SSSP, and finally CC. Most notably,

Grazelle uses the push engine exclusively for BFS on cit-Patents, dimacs-usa, and

uk-2007, so the throughput advantage of the pull pattern is maximally able to pro-

duce a performance improvement (2.3×, 4.3×, and 4.8×, respectively).

Frontier transformation overheads are reflected in the “Wedge (Frontier Trans-

form)” results and accounts for a relatively small percentage of the overall execution

time. Excessive time spent executing the Wedge transformation, marked by larger

blocks on the plot (in particular BFS on uk-2007, which spends more time trans-

forming the frontier than running the pull engine), is mostly attributable to issues of

load balance between threads, which we discuss in more detail in Chapter 4.4.3.

An end-to-end performance comparison between Grazelle and Wedge can be made

by comparing the overall bar heights between the two. Performance improvement

varies from approximately 1% (CC executed on friendster) to 3× (BFS executed

on dimacs-usa). In the case of CC executed on twitter-2010 the pull engine’s

execution time with Wedge is slower than the overall execution time with Grazelle

due to the added work that results from the imprecision of the Wedge Frontier.

It is clear from these results that Wedge matches or performs substantially better

than Grazelle. Per Figure 2.13a, a pull-only graph processing framework without
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Figure 4.6: Wedge performance relative to Grazelle. Results show the fraction of time
spent in push and pull (Grazelle) or pull and frontier transformation (Wedge).
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Wedge’s pull-friendly frontier optimization would be orders of magnitude slower than

a hybrid framework on all three of these applications. We therefore conclude that

Wedge enables a pull-based engine to exploit the frontier optimization efficiently.

4.4.2 Tuning Parameters

We evaluate sensitivity of Wedge’s performance to the two tuning parameters de-

scribed in Chapter 4.2.4. Each is evaluated separately while the other is fixed at its

default value.

Frontier Fullness Threshold

We evaluate the effect of frontier fullness threshold selection on Wedge performance by

profiling the individual iterations of all three applications executed on each of the six

graph datasets. Our per-iteration profiles capture execution time without a Wedge

Frontier (pull only, operating on the entire graph), execution time with a Wedge

Frontier (pull plus Wedge transformation), execution time with the conventional push

pattern (captured using Grazelle’s push engine), and the size of the active subset

(percentage of edges in the Wedge Frontier). The lattermost quantity is computed by

summing the out-degrees of all the vertices the pull engine adds to the source-oriented

vertex-based frontier it produces as output. Normally the resulting value would be

compared with the frontier fullness threshold to determine whether or not to produce

a Wedge Frontier for the next iteration. If less than the threshold a Wedge Frontier

is generated, otherwise the pull engine runs without a Wedge Frontier.

Our plots, shown separately for each application in Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9, are

intended to highlight the effectiveness of generating the Wedge Frontier selectively

rather than unconditionally. On the left vertical axis we show actual per-iteration

execution times in milliseconds of the pull engine with and without a frontier, in the

former case including the time taken by the frontier transformation step. The goal

in setting the frontier fullness threshold is to pick whichever mode produces a lower

execution time for every iteration. On the right vertical axis we show the size of the

active subset, expressed as percentage of edges. The horizontal axis shows iterations
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of the application progressing from left to right. They are unnumbered because the

numbers themselves are unimportant in this analysis. Per-iteration results are also

shown for Grazelle’s push engine to illustrate the benefit of Wedge over using the

push pattern. Wedge generally outperforms the push engine when executed with a

frontier, particularly at the tail ends of an application’s execution. Where it does

not, differences are small enough and iteration times short enough as not to impact

end-to-end performance noticeably. cit-Patents is omitted from both Figures 4.7

and 4.9 because it converges after a single iteration and produces no useful data.

Execution times of application iterations that use the Wedge Frontier scale with

the size of the active subset because said size determines the amount of work in both

the frontier transformation step and the accompanying pull engine iteration. This is

unlike the execution times of iterations that do not use the Wedge Frontier, which are

relatively constant across all iterations. Such iterations iterate over the entire graph

and are therefore bound by pull engine throughput. BFS is an exception and sees

steadily decreasing no-frontier iteration execution times. This is because BFS uses the

converged vertex optimization (Chapter 2.1.2) in addition to the frontier optimization:

vertices that have already been visited are skipped irrespective of the Wedge Frontier,

and the number of visited vertices increases as the application progresses.

These results very clearly show a significant performance benefit to generating and

consuming the Wedge Frontier when it is sufficiently empty. Iterations at the left of

Figure 4.9d, for example, are up to 3300× faster when run with the Wedge Frontier

than without. Also apparent is the performance penalty associated with uncondition-

ally generating the Wedge Frontier every iteration. When the active subset is large

enough, using the Wedge Frontier can result in a substantial per-iteration slowdown,

up to 8× in Figure 4.7c. This per-iteration performance difference can accumulate to

the point of becoming dominant, resulting in reduced application performance.

Figure 4.10 highlights the end-to-end performance gains obtained by generating

the Wedge Frontier selectively rather than unconditionally. For each data point shown

the baseline is that same execution with the Wedge Frontier generated unconditionally

each iteration, and speedups therefore are reflective of the benefits that result from

the frontier fullness threshold optimization. In each case the default threshold value is
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Figure 4.7: Breadth-First Search iteration profiles. Horizontal axis is application
iterations progressing from left to right. Left vertical axis is logarithmic.
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Figure 4.8: Connected Components iteration profiles. Horizontal axis is application
iterations progressing from left to right. Left vertical axis is logarithmic.
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Figure 4.9: Single-Source Shortest Paths iteration profiles. Horizontal axis is appli-
cation iterations progressing from left to right. Left vertical axis is logarithmic.
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Figure 4.10: Performance impact of the frontier fullness threshold optimization. Base-
line is the Wedge Frontier generated unconditionally.

used. The overall performance improvement that results from the use of the frontier

fullness threshold optimization is up to 5×.

Frontier Precision

Figures 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13 show performance sensitivity to frontier precision sep-

arately for each application. Edge group size (number of edge vectors per Wedge

Frontier bit) varies from 1 to 16. Results are shown separately for the pull engine

and the Wedge transformation step and are normalized to the overall execution time

of the highest-precision configuration (1 bit per vector). Normalized execution time

of Grazelle is overlaid to provide context whenever it is close enough to Wedge’s

performance that it falls within the vertical axis scale.

In general we expect that a reduced frontier precision results in an increased pull

engine time and a decreased frontier transformation time, trends we observe in many

of our results. The former is due to the increased number of unnecessary edges with

which the pull engine is burdened: a single bit adds more edges to the active subset,

which in turn increases the amount of potentially-unnecessary processing the pull

engine must do. The latter is due a reduction in the size of the Wedge Frontier data

structure, which in turn produces two complementary effects. First, a smaller Wedge

Frontier improves caching efficacy. Second, a greater number of edge vectors per bit

reduces the number of bits that need to be set to capture the active subset, which
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Figure 4.11: Breadth-First Search performance sensitivity to frontier precision. Base-
line for each plot is the total execution time at 1 vector per bit. Grazelle results are
omitted when significantly slower.

reduces the number of memory write operations required.

Notable exceptions to these general trends are dimacs-usa and uk-2007, for which

pull engine performance improves as frontier precision is reduced. This behavior can

occur when multiple contiguous Wedge Frontier bits are set in a higher-precision con-

figuration such that reducing the precision does not introduce wasted work but rather

reduces frontier-checking overheads. For CC and SSSP, there is a second effect at play.

dimacs-usa and to a lesser extent uk-2007 are characterized by having a relatively
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Figure 4.12: Connected Components performance sensitivity to frontier precision.
Baseline for each plot is the total execution time at 1 vector per bit. Grazelle results
are omitted when significantly slower.

higher diameter than the other graph datasets in our evaluation. This translates to

the structures of these graphs having long chains of vertices along which messages

must flow. In a perfectly-precise frontier a message would propagate one hop per

iteration. With a less-precise frontier edges and vertices that would ordinarily not

be processed until later iterations are processed earlier, leading to messages propa-

gating multiple hops per iteration and significantly reducing the number of iterations

required to reach convergence. This effect is visible in Figure 4.5, especially edge
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Figure 4.13: Single-Source Shortest Paths performance sensitivity to frontier preci-
sion. Baseline for each plot is the total execution time at 1 vector per bit. Grazelle
results are omitted when significantly slower.

group 5. These effects have limits, evidenced by the slowdowns when transitioning

from 8 to 16 edge vectors per bit for SSSP running on dimacs-usa. cit-Patents is

not affected by frontier precision because it is small and converges quickly.

Wedge uses a frontier precision of 4 or 8 edge vectors per bit depending on the

application, the former for CC and SSSP and the latter for BFS. This is generally a

beneficial decision, resulting in a speedup of up to approximately 2× and, at worst,

a slowdown of 5%.
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4.4.3 Scalability

Performance scaling results within a single socket are shown separately for each appli-

cation in Figures 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16. cit-Patents results are omitted from BFS and

SSSP because fast convergence after a single iteration does not lend itself to perfor-

mance scaling. Pull engine performance generally scales well with core count, limited

primarily by saturation of the memory system. This bottleneck, particularly visible

in Figures 4.14a, 4.16a, and 4.16e, can be overcome by introducing locality optimiza-

tions, such as those proposed as part of the Cagra graph processing framework [95],

into the pull engine.

Performance of our implementation of the frontier transformation generally scales

with increasing core count, but in many cases very slowly, limited by cores rather

than by the memory system. Scalability plateaus are primarily due to load imbalance

between threads. To quantify this we measured the time spent waiting at synchro-

nization barriers for each thread and aggregated the results into Figure 4.17, which

shows average per-thread time division between doing useful work (either in the pull

engine or in the frontier transformation step) or being idle. While the pull engine

is effectively load-balanced, we observe that cases of limited scaling in Figures 4.14,

4.15, and 4.16 are associated with up to 89% of time wasted due to load imbalance.

This means that fixing our implementation, which can be done using any known soft-

ware load balancing technique such as work-stealing [38], could reduce time spent in

the frontier transformation step by up to 9.1×.

Multi-socket performance scaling results are shown in Figure 4.18. Each data

point is shown with respect to the corresponding single-socket result, and all results

were obtained by fully utilizing the cores in each socket. As a result, the theoret-

ical maximum speedup is 2× for two-socket results and 4× for four-socket results.

Scalability of the pull engine is highly dependent on the proportion of node-local

versus node-remote memory accesses, which in turn depends on the quality of the

partitioning of the graph across sockets. As Grazelle’s partitioning scheme is very

simple [30], it is not surprising that scaling results vary substantially between input

datasets. Nevertheless most results for CC and SSSP are between 2× and 3× with all

four sockets active, indicating good scaling for these applications. BFS is much more
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Figure 4.14: Breadth-First Search single-socket multi-core performance scaling. Base-
line for each data point is the corresponding single-core performance.
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Figure 4.15: Connected Components single-socket multi-core performance scaling.
Baseline for each data point is the corresponding single-core performance.
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Figure 4.16: Single-Source Shortest Paths single-socket multi-core performance scal-
ing. Baseline for each data point is the corresponding single-core performance.
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Figure 4.17: Wedge multi-core load balance effectiveness. Expressed as average time
division between processing and waiting at a synchronization barrier.
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(f) SSSP, 4 sockets

Figure 4.18: Wedge multi-socket performance scaling. All cores are utilized on each
socket. Baseline for each data point is the corresponding single-socket performance.
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difficult to scale effectively because the active subset remains relatively small and

is completely different each iteration. The active subset is so small for dimacs-usa

that many iterations slow down because the only active edges result in node-remote

memory accesses.

Frontier transformation scaling characteristics differ from those of the pull engine.

Its workload is entirely dependent on the distribution of edges within the active

subset, which affects load balance between sockets and is extremely difficult to predict.

Thus, even the best possible partitioning of the graph may be suboptimal for the

transformation step, and in some cases the opposite is true. Furthermore, node-

remote memory accesses are guaranteed because the source-oriented vertex-based

frontier produced by the pull engine must be consumed by all sockets running the

frontier transformation step. Nevertheless, for CC and SSSP it generally scales at

least marginally with increased socket count, peaking at almost 3.5× with all four

sockets active. As with the pull engine, BFS is difficult to scale and in some cases

slows down. Overall scaling results are biassed towards the scalability of the pull

engine because the frontier transformation step does not dominate overall execution

time, per Figure 4.6.

4.4.4 Overall Comparison

We compare the end-to-end performance of Wedge with that of Grazelle version

1.0.1 [29] configured both in hybrid mode and pull-only mode, Ligra version 1.5 [78],

and GraphMat version 1.0 [83]. All frameworks were compiled with gcc version 5.5.0

and linked with whatever external libraries were recommended by the framework

authors (Intel Cilk Plus [38] for Ligra, OpenMP [68] for GraphMat). Ligra allows

the user to specify whether to compile it to use 32-bit or 64-bit integers internally.

Both Wedge and Grazelle use 64-bit integers to avoid artificially limiting graph size,

so we compiled Ligra to do the same. GraphMat only supports signed 32-bit integers

internally and therefore cannot process uk-2007 using any application because the

number of edges exceeds their representational capability.

Results are shown as per-framework heat maps in Figures 4.19 and 4.20 such that
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C 185.5* 6.6* 100.3*
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U 0 0 0

(a) GraphMat
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C 20.0 2.8 55.3

D 11.2 5.1 3.2

L 1.5 1.8 1.6

T 2.0 14.1 1.8

F 2.9 3.7 2.2

U 6.2 78.3 22.9

(b) Grazelle (Pull)
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C 3.0* 2.2 4.9*

D 1* 4.4 3.9

L 1.8 2.0 1.6

T 1 2.2 1.2
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U 1.2 3.3 2.8

(c) Ligra
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C 2.3 1.1 2.3
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L 2.5 1.3 2.2*
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U 1 1 1

(d) Grazelle

BFS CC SSSP

C 1 1 1

D 1* 1.1 1

L 1 1 1

T 1 1.2 1

F 1 1.1 1

U 1.1 1 1.2

(e) Wedge

Figure 4.19: Multi-socket overall performance comparison between frameworks.
Shown as heat maps with applications horizontal and graphs vertical. Numbers dis-
play slowdown compared to best-observed execution time. Default is a four-socket
result; one-socket and two-socket results are respectively indicated using * and **.

each number displays the slowdown compared to the fastest-observed time for that

particular case. In the former, results were generally captured using all four sockets,

but in some indicated cases it was faster to run with fewer sockets. In the latter,

only single-socket results are shown. All cores in each socket are fully-utilized. When

Ligra is run with a single socket on uk-2007 in 64-bit integer mode it exhausts all

available memory and is therefore unable to execute any application. As a result no

Ligra results are available for uk-2007 in Figure 4.20.

In multi-socket tests Wedge consistently outperforms Ligra, beating it by up to

3× on BFS, up to 4× on CC, and up to 4.9× on SSSP. It also generally outperforms

Grazelle, though by a smaller margin (up to 2.8×) because both Grazelle and Wedge

share pull engine implementations. Its ability to outperform both demonstrates the
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C 185.5 6.6 100.3
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L 6.5 6.4 2.2
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(a) GraphMat

BFS CC SSSP
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L 2.1 2.6 1.9

T 3.3 17.2 2.1

F 4.7 4.4 2.2

U 17.4 102.3 33.1

(b) Grazelle (Pull)
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L 1.5 2.5 1.3
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(c) Ligra
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D 3.2 1.1 1.6

L 1.7 1.2 1.1

T 1.2 1 1
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(d) Grazelle

BFS CC SSSP

C 1 1 1
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U 1 1 1

(e) Wedge

Figure 4.20: Single-socket overall performance comparison between frameworks.
Shown as heat maps with applications horizontal and graphs vertical. Numbers dis-
play slowdown compared to best-observed execution time.

effectiveness of Wedge at enabling a pull engine to execute a frontier-based application

efficiently. Part of the benefit of using Wedge over Ligra comes from its higher-

throughput pull engine, but the remainder (and its entire benefit over Grazelle) is

a result of replacing the time spent in the push engine with a smaller amount of

time spent in the pull engine. Because the active subset size with BFS is typically

very small, Ligra’s sparse frontier optimization is particularly effective, enabling it

to outperform Grazelle in some cases. However, using exclusively a pull engine with

the Wedge Frontier is enough to more than overcome this performance gap. Grazelle

can outperform Wedge because the frontier transformation step scales less effectively

with multiple sockets than Grazelle’s push engine. Single-socket results other than

CC with twitter-2010 favor Wedge, as can be seen in Figure 4.20.

GraphMat is uncompetitive with any of the other frameworks tested. Despite
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being push-only and supporting the frontier optimization, its implementation of the

frontier is suboptimal. Rather than updating the frontier continuously as an iter-

ation is executed, GraphMat compares old vertex values with new upon iteration

completion and uses the results to create the frontier in a separate pass.

Arguably the most striking insight, and the key takeaway of this analysis, is ob-

tained by comparing the performance of Grazelle running in pull-only mode (shown

as “Grazelle (Pull)”) with that of Wedge, essentially the “before Wedge and after

Wedge” view of a pull engine. Given that Grazelle’s pull-only mode can be orders of

magnitude slower than all other frameworks except GraphMat but Wedge’s perfor-

mance is almost always the best among the frameworks tested, we can conclude that

Wedge has achieved our goal of rebuilding the frontier optimization such that a pull

engine is able to exploit it efficiently.

4.5 Related Work

Wedge is an entirely new approach that improves both the performance and utility

of pull-based graph processing engines. Existing work—whether it targets software,

custom hardware, GPUs, or specialized accelerators—has predominantly focused on

improving push-based engines [15, 26, 32, 73, 74, 85, 88, 95]. This is likely due to the

conventional wisdom that pull-based engines cannot effectively exploit the frontier

optimization, an idea that has persisted for years and represents the state-of-the-

art [7]. The pull pattern began as an optimization for the Breadth-First Search

application specifically [2, 3] but has since been generalized to other applications

through the introduction of hybrid graph processing frameworks [30, 77, 92]. Garaph

is the closest existing work to Wedge; its “notify-pull” approach proposes using a

vertex-centric destination-oriented frontier that does not address the superfluous edge

problem [59].

Other areas of work in the graph processing community have improved graph

processing performance through optimizations that target work scheduling across

cores [66, 74, 88], graph partitioning across sockets [88, 92], and optimizing synchro-

nization and communication [30, 66, 88, 92], which represent typical concerns for any
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parallel program [48,75,87]. More recent work has attempted to take greater advan-

tage of the underlying processor’s hardware features, such as by improving caching

effectiveness [4, 54, 81, 95], reducing memory traffic through data structure compres-

sion [79], and optimizing data structures for SIMD vectorization [30]. All of these

strategies are orthogonal to Wedge and can generally be leveraged to improve the

performance of both the frontier transformation step and the pull engine itself.

Domain-specific languages such as GraphIt [96] combine many of these optimiza-

tions together into a single compiler. They attempt to address the problem of requir-

ing both push-based and pull-based versions of application code by generating both

automatically from a single algorithm description. However, even the state-of-the-

art does not eliminate the need for multiple implementations: a second scheduling

program is required to assist the compiler in selecting appropriate optimizations.

4.6 Conclusion

Conventional wisdom states that a pull-based graph processing engine, despite having

significantly higher throughput than a push-based engine, is fundamentally incapable

of exploiting the frontier optimization. The key contribution of this chapter, Wedge,

defies this wisdom by rebuilding the frontier optimization so that it is suited for the

pull pattern.

Wedge showcases a fundamentally new approach to addressing the trade-off be-

tween push and pull patterns in graph processing. Prior work employed hybrid graph

processing frameworks that support both patterns and dynamically switch between

them. This approach comes with two key disadvantages. First, iterations that use

push suffer from reduced performance. Second, applications must be implemented

multiple times (once each for push and pull). Instead of continuing to juggle between

both patterns, Wedge directly targets a pull engine’s frontier-related deficiencies.

Wedge introduces the Wedge Frontier, a representation of the frontier data struc-

ture that can efficiently be consumed by a pull engine, and a transformation step for

generating it. Because the transformation process can be expensive even when par-

allelized, we proposed two optimizations to make it practical. First, we generate the
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Wedge Frontier only when it is sufficiently sparse. Second, we coarsen the granularity

of the representation to reduce both its size and the number of operations needed to

generate it.

Wedge is implemented in software on top of Grazelle, a state-of-the-art hybrid

graph processing framework, resulting in a new pull-only version. It can outper-

form Grazelle, Ligra, and GraphMat respectively by up to 2.8×, 4.9×, and 185.5×.

Wedge’s two key optimizations respectively improve its performance by up to 5× and

2×.



Chapter 5

Future Work

Grazelle and Wedge both significantly advanced the state-of-the-art in pull-based

graph processing. Further improvement opportunities are available following several

research directions for future work. First and foremost, Wedge’s frontier transfor-

mation step implementation can be improved in software to overcome engineering

limitations identified previously, discussed in Chapter 5.1. Second, Wedge’s pull-

friendly frontier optimization is application-independent, meaning that various forms

of hardware acceleration can be considered for further improving its performance

and reducing its associated overheads. Two such pieces of hardware are described

in Chapters 5.2 and 5.3: the first is a prefetcher for efficiently traversing the Wedge

Frontier, and the second is an accelerator for the frontier transformation step.

5.1 Software Implementation Improvements

Chapter 4 mentions two possible software implementation modifications that would

potentially improve the performance of Wedge’s frontier transformation step. The

first is considering a sparse representation of the Wedge Frontier. This idea is well-

justified by the fact that the Wedge Frontier is only generated when it is sufficiently

empty, so the bit-mask used in our implementation will always have up to 99%

of bits set to 0, based on the frontier fullness threshold values we selected (Chap-

ter 4.4). A sparse representation would benefit pull engine performance by reducing

107
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the overheads of Wedge Frontier traversal. It would also benefit frontier transfor-

mation performance by switching from random-access atomic bit-setting operations

(Chapter 4.3) to sequential write operations.

There are, however, two potential drawbacks with using a sparse frontier that

would need to be investigated and overcome. First, a sparse data structure does

not necessarily guarantee uniqueness of its elements. This is not a problem when

edges are uniquely represented using the highest-possible frontier precision, but it

can become one when edge groups consist of multiple edges because the same group

could conceivably be inserted multiple times. We can solve this problem by using

a data structure that guarantees uniqueness, but this comes at the potential cost of

insertion overhead and perhaps a synchronization requirement. Second, depending

on Wedge Frontier fullness, using a sparse representation has the potential to enlarge

its memory footprint: whereas a dense bit-mask needs only one bit per edge group,

a sparse representation would need at least 64 bits per edge group. A sparse Wedge

Frontier would consume less memory space than a dense bit-mask version when the

Wedge Frontier is at most 1.5% full. The best performance is likely achievable using

a hybrid sparse/dense approach to representing the Wedge Frontier, borrowing ideas

from existing work that already does this [77,92,96], although further study is required

to determine the exact threshold beyond which a dense Wedge Frontier representation

is warranted. The final system could expose two frontier fullness thresholds: a lower

threshold beyond which a switch from sparse to dense Wedge Frontier is made, and

an upper threshold beyond which no Wedge Frontier is generated at all.

The second potential software improvement to Wedge involves improving load

balance between threads during the frontier transformation step. This can be accom-

plished using any known technique for load balancing, such as by parallelizing the

transformation step using Intel Cilk Plus [38] to take advantage of its work-stealing

implementation. Given the performance and load balancing results shown respectively

in Figures 4.6 and 4.17, it is simple to project the performance impact of achieving

ideal load balance on Wedge’s overall performance. A first-order approximation can

be obtained by reducing the amount of time spent waiting at a barrier during frontier

transformation (Figure 4.17) by a factor equal to the number of threads and using
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the result to modify the total time spent executing the frontier transformation (Fig-

ure 4.6). The results of this first-order approximation are shown in Figure 5.1, which

is identical to Figure 4.6 except that time wasted due to load imbalance is explicitly

highlighted in purple. Assuming ideal load balance these highlighted portions of the

result bars would simply disappear, leading to a maximum speedup of 34% with BFS

executing on twitter-2010.

It would also be useful to consider improvements to the pull engine itself, par-

ticularly in the form of locality optimizations. For example, Cagra [95] introduced

a technique called CSR Segmenting, which is a way of partitioning a Compressed-

Sparse-Row data structure to promote locality during vertex updates that has resulted

in speedups of up to 5×. As neither Grazelle nor Wedge take locality into account

when initializing graph data structures, we would expect similar performance gains

from applying such techniques to the pull engine. Doing so would significantly in-

crease the proportion of time spent performing frontier transformation, rather than

pull engine processing, and would warrant both implementation improvements to the

former and re-evaluation of the appropriate frontier fullness threshold.

5.2 Edge List Prefetcher

As discussed in Chapter 4.2, while the pull engine is processing an iteration that

uses the Wedge Frontier it is spending time parsing the Wedge Frontier itself and,

based on its content, performing potentially random accesses to the edge topology

data structure. Both represent overheads, neither of which are present when the pull

engine executes without a frontier. In the latter case, traversal of the edge topology

data structure is unconditional and exhibits a large sequential access pattern.

The purpose of an edge list prefetcher is to assist the pull engine by consuming the

Wedge Frontier and producing a densely-packed sequence of edges for it to process

unconditionally. The prefetcher has no impact whatsoever on the process of gener-

ating the Wedge Frontier, which still occurs by means of the same transformation

step as described in Chapter 4.2. From the pull engine’s perspective iterations are

processed the same way whether or not they use the Wedge Frontier: simply iterate
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Figure 5.1: Projected performance improvements from improving Wedge’s load bal-
ance. Shown as in Figure 4.6 with time wasted due to load imbalance highlighted.
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Edge List
(Vector-Sparse-Destination)

Pull

Wedge Frontier
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(a) Processing a sparse iteration without the edge list prefetcher. The pull engine directly
consumes the Wedge Frontier and performs random accesses to the edge list.

Edge List
(Vector-Sparse-Destination)

Pull

Wedge FrontierDone

Edge List 
Prefetcher

Filtered Edge List
(Vector-Sparse-Destination)

(b) Processing a sparse iteration with the edge list prefetcher. The prefetcher hides all the
random accesses and presents the pull engine with just the active subset.

Figure 5.2: Visualization of the role of an edge list prefetcher. Useful only for sparse
iterations that execute with the Wedge Frontier.

through the entire view of the edge topology and process all the edges. For iterations

that do not use the Wedge Frontier the pull engine sees the entire graph, otherwise

the edge list prefetcher uses the Wedge Frontier to present the pull engine with a view

of the graph that contains only the active edges.

An edge list prefetcher would prefetch edge topology information, and possibly

weights, from the edge list data structure, information that is subsequently presented

to the pull engine. It would treat the Wedge Frontier as a sort of gather list and

perform whatever random accesses to the edge list that are needed to produce the

subgraph view that the pull engine should process. Figure 5.2 visualizes the role of

the edge list prefetcher. We could alternatively imagine streaming the entire edge list

through the prefetcher and using the Wedge Frontier as a filter. However, we reject

this approach because it is extremely wasteful of memory bandwidth, particularly

since the prefetcher would only ever be used when the Wedge Frontier is sufficiently
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Figure 5.3: Performance improvements from using an edge list prefetcher.

empty and therefore much of the prefetched data would be wasted. Synchronization

between the edge list prefetcher and the pull engine can occur by means of a queue-like

abstraction between them. As edges are prefetched they are inserted into a queue

from which the pull engine reads them during processing. The prefetcher can use

queue fullness to determine if it is prefetching edges too quickly or too slowly.

We can estimate the maximum possible performance gains that can be achieved

using such a prefetcher by revisiting the iteration profiles captured for the purpose of

generating Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9. For each iteration we can model the execution

time with an edge list prefetcher by modifying the time contribution of the pull engine

to that same iteration’s total execution time with a Wedge Frontier. Instead of using

the measured pull engine execution time, we scale down the measured pull execution

time without a frontier by the size of the active subset. This has the effect of modelling

a pull engine executing on small parts of the graph using its maximum throughput.

Summing together all of the per-iteration execution times leads to overall predicted

execution times, which can then be used to obtain predicted performance differences.

Results are shown in Figure 5.3. Speedups typically land around 1.5×, although for

dimacs-usa it can be up to approximately 3×. It is unsurprising that dimacs-usa

shows the most promise because the prefetcher is expected to be most helpful when

the active subset remains relatively small, which is frequently the case for this graph.

In evaluating the performance of an edge list prefetcher, a key metric is the

throughput the prefetcher can maintain in producing its output as compared to the
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Figure 5.4: Pull engine edge list consumption rate for iterations that use a Wedge
Frontier. cit-Patents converges after a single small iteration for both BFS and
SSSP, so no meaningful data are available.

rate at which the pull engine consumes the edge list when executing at its maximum

throughput. If the prefetcher is able to maintain this rate, then the performance

improvements depicted in Figure 5.3 are realizable, otherwise it will become the bot-

tleneck and cause the pull engine to slow down. We can estimate the prefetcher’s

required edge list production rate by using the methodology described in the previous

paragraph to estimate the pull engine’s edge list consumption rate for each iteration

that uses a Wedge Frontier and reporting the maximum value for each combination

of application and input graph. The pull engine’s edge list consumption rate is equal

to the number of bytes required to represent the active subset of the graph divided

by the pull engine’s processing time for that iteration. It varies between graphs and

applications based on graph structure, amount of work per edge, and whether or not

edge weights are used. Less work per edge and using edge weights have the effect of

biassing the pull engine’s accesses to the edge data structure, rather than vertex val-

ues, the former by nature of the application code and the latter by increasing the size

of each edge. Results are shown in Figure 5.4; for BFS we assume the prefetcher im-

plements the converged vertex optimization by filtering out edges destined for vertices

that have been visited. Per-core and per-socket streaming read memory bandwidth

numbers, captured using a microbenchmark, are overlaid to provide context.

We must also consider the ability of the memory system to accommodate the
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additional memory accesses that the prefetcher would produce. Figure 5.4 estimates

the required output throughput of the prefetcher, but its actual memory bandwidth

utilization will likely be higher because of overheads such as streaming through the

Wedge Frontier and performing potentially random accesses to the edge list data

structure during prefetching. Furthermore, the pull engine will consume additional

memory bandwidth for its vertex value accesses; to quantify this, a more detailed

study is required that cleanly separates the components of memory bandwidth uti-

lization during execution. Figure 5.4 remains useful as a first-order computation; for

some combinations of application and graph the edge list, for example CC and SSSP

with twitter-2010 and all three applications with friendster, edge list consump-

tion rate is less than half of the available per-socket bandwidth. This is encouraging

and suggests that there is sufficient memory bandwidth available to accommodate

the additional memory accesses that would be produced by the prefetcher. In other

cases, such as all three applications with uk-2007, the edge list consumption rate is

already very close to saturating available memory bandwidth.

Another design aspect to consider is target architecture for implementation. If

built in software, the CPU cores on which the prefetching code executes must be

able to sustain an output throughput at least as high as the pull engine’s edge list

consumption rate in order to avoid causing a slowdown. By comparing the per-

core streaming read memory bandwidth to the edge list consumption rates shown in

Figure 5.4, we can determine that the prefetcher would require between 2 and 7 CPU

cores to achieve the required throughput.

These results strongly suggest that a software implementation on dedicated CPU

cores is too costly to be practical. We can therefore consider one of two options.

First, we can make use of the simultaneous multithreading (SMT) present on modern

processor cores, branded as “HyperThreading” on Intel processors [41]. Assuming

two logical cores per physical core, as is the case for the server processors used in

both Chapters 3 and 4, we can run the pull engine code on one logical core while

the prefetch code executes on the other. Because both logical cores share L1 and

L2 caches [41], the prefetch code would load data directly into cache where it can be

accessed quickly by the pull engine code. Furthermore, the processor’s functional units
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could better-utilized by filling in stall slots in the pull engine code with additional

instructions executed by the prefetch code, such as instructions to search for the next

set bit in the already-loaded Wedge Frontier. In this style of implementation the

queue that exists between prefetcher and pull engine would be per-core and exist

in the shared L1 or L2 cache. Second, we can build a custom hardware module to

perform the prefetching. The logic itself is relatively simple: the Wedge Frontier acts

as a gather list, which the prefetcher consumes to determine which edge vectors to

load from the edge list. If one such hardware unit is attached to each core then the

queue between prefetcher and pull engine would be per-core and in L1 or L2 cache.

Otherwise the queue would either exist in last-level cache or in custom hardware.

5.3 Frontier Transformation Accelerator

In addition to accelerating consumption of the Wedge Frontier using the edge list

prefetcher described in Chapter 5.2, we can also consider accelerating the frontier

transformation step that produces it. As discussed in Chapter 4.2, the frontier trans-

formation process can be expensive, but it is also application-independent and there-

fore lends itself well to potential hardware acceleration. This subchapter performs a

preliminary study into the potential benefit of constructing such an accelerator. In

particular, we establish the possible performance benefits for various levels of frontier

transformation speedups that result from the use of an accelerator. The system envi-

sioned consists of the CPU, possibly assisted by the edge list prefetcher, to perform

the pull-based graph processing coupled with the frontier transformation accelerator

to produce the Wedge Frontier if needed. To avoid memory bandwidth interference

during pull engine processing the two would run one after the other, as currently

happens in Wedge’s software implementation.

We establish various performance targets achievable using a frontier transforma-

tion accelerator by revisiting the iteration profiles originally used to generate Fig-

ures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 but computing the projected performance of generating and

consuming the Wedge Frontier by assuming various speedups in the transformation

step. By summing the execution times for each iteration, we can use these profiles
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to predict the end-to-end speedups that would result from using a frontier transfor-

mation accelerator. To account for frontier fullness threshold differences we compute

execution time for each iteration separately by taking the minimum of the no-frontier

execution time and the predicted execution time with frontier generation and con-

sumption. Our results are presented in Figure 5.5 for frontier transformation speedups

of 2×, 5×, 10×, and 100×, using 1× as the baseline.

Many of the predicted speedups are limited because frontier transformation was

generally not a dominant contributor to overall execution time. However, BFS exe-

cuted on uk-2007 can exhibit a speedup of up to approximately 2× by using a frontier

transformation accelerator. While some of these results are encouraging, as a whole

they suggest that pull engine improvements in software are higher priority than accel-

eration of the frontier transformation step. Once the implementation improvements

suggested in Chapter 5.1 have been completed, especially the locality optimizations

that could improve pull engine performance by up to 5×, it would be worth revisiting

the possibility of producing an accelerator for the frontier transformation step as a

longer-term goal.
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Figure 5.5: Performance improvements from accelerating frontier transformation in
hardware. Each color is a different projected frontier transformation speedup.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

The goal of this thesis was to improve pull-based graph processing engines to the

point that push-based graph processing engines are unnecessary. We achieved this

goal using two key strategies, respectively described in Chapters 3 and 4. First,

we significantly improved a pull engine’s achievable processing throughput by means

of novel techniques for inner loop parallelization and vectorization. Second, we re-

designed the frontier optimization such that a pull engine can exploit it efficiently,

despite conventional wisdom stating this to be impossible [7].

Grazelle, the first key contribution of this thesis, targets pull engine paralleliza-

tion and vectorization. More specifically, it addresses two challenges we identified in

attempting to parallelize and vectorize a pull engine’s inner loop. First, naive inner

loop parallelization by means of a parallel for loop construct offered by such run-

times as OpenMP [68] and Intel Cilk Plus [38] introduces synchronization not required

when the inner loop is executed sequentially. In the latter case all vertex updates are

thread-private, whereas in the former multiple threads attempt to update the same

vertex, which gives rise to conflicts. We addressed this issue using a scheduler-aware

interface for parallel loops, which allows programmers the visibility needed to exploit

common scheduler behavior whereby multiple consecutive iterations are run in the

same thread. We showed how this new interface can be used to restructure a pull

engine’s inner loop to eliminate most write traffic and avoid synchronization, leading

118
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to a peak speedup of 50× over a baseline pull engine parallelized without sched-

uler awareness. Second, vectorization is impeded by the tight packing of edges in the

Compressed-Sparse data structure commonly used in existing work to represent graph

topology [70, 77, 88, 92]. Accordingly, we introduced Vector-Sparse, a new low-level

representation format for graph topology that overcomes these issues. Vectorization

with Vector-Sparse leads to speedups of up to 2.5× over a non-vectorized implementa-

tion, out of a theoretical maximum of 4×. Taken together, Scheduler Awareness and

Vector-Sparse enable Grazelle to outperform competing state-of-the-art frameworks

Ligra [77], Polymer [92], GraphMat [82], and X-Stream [74] by up to 15.2×, 4.6×,

4.7×, and 66.8×, respectively.

Wedge, the second key contribution of this thesis, is a pull-only graph processing

framework that distinguishes itself from all prior work by presenting a novel pull-

friendly implementation of the frontier optimization. At the heart of our new version

of the frontier optimization lies the Wedge Frontier, which represents the same infor-

mation as contained in the traditionally-represented frontier data structure but in a

format that the pull engine can traverse efficiently. An application-independent trans-

formation step converts the traditionally-represented frontier, which the pull engine

continues to produce as output each iteration, into the Wedge Frontier. This trans-

formation can be very expensive to execute, so we further proposed two optimizations

to make it practical. First, the Wedge Frontier is only generated when it is sufficiently

empty, thus limiting the amount of work required to perform the transformation. In

other cases the pull engine is executed on the entire graph without a frontier. Second,

we coarsen the granularity of the representation of edges in the Wedge Frontier to

reduce both its size and the number of operations required to produce it. While this

has the potential to introduce superfluous edges into the Wedge Frontier, the number

is bounded by the extent to which the granularity is coarsened. These optimizations

respectively lead to performance improvements of up to 5× and 2× over unoptimized

baseline configurations. Because all iterations are executed using a high-throughput

pull engine, Wedge outperforms Grazelle, Ligra, and GraphMat respectively by up to

2.8×, 4.9×, and 185.5× even after factoring in the overheads associated with frontier

transformation.
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Taken together, Grazelle and Wedge deliver a high-throughput pull-only graph

processing framework that marks the obsolescence of the push pattern. Grazelle sig-

nificantly increased the throughput advantage of the pull pattern, and Wedge over-

came the only true advantage that push had over pull, namely efficient implemen-

tation of the frontier optimization. Previous work managed the trade-off between

push and pull using hybrid engines that dynamically select which pattern to use for

each iteration based on the fullness of the frontier. However, this approach comes

with two drawbacks, namely the reduced throughput for iterations executed using

push and the requirement that applications be implemented twice (once to suit each

pattern). By significantly improving the pull pattern and facilitating the elimination

of the push pattern, we avoid both of these issues and ultimately achieve the original

goal of this thesis.
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